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PREFACE 

Handwriting is considered as a representative of human behavior and characteristics for 

centuries. With the evolution of modern computing technologies, researchers have moved 

towards the automated analysis of handwriting. This shift has been reinforced by the interest 

various industries have in this field. One of the most important applications of automated 

handwriting analysis systems is in forensic environments. Until now, most of the forensic 

handwriting analysis cases are solved without actual application of automated systems. This is 

because there is an ever increasing gap between the demands of Forensic Handwriting 

Experts (FHEs) and the computer science community. Actually the underlying issue is the 

incapability of most of the state-of-the-art automatic handwriting examination systems to be 

directly applicable to the forensic cases. This is because the computer science community in 

general has moved by considering the cases which are either trivial w.r.t. forensic situations 

or not considered the needs of FHEs. Thus, there is a great demand to bring the forensic 

experts and the computer science experts under one roof. The 2
nd

 International Workshop and 

Tutorial on Automated Forensic Handwriting Analysis (AFHA) 2013, like its predecessor 

AFHA 2011, serves this purpose. 

The AFHA 2013 takes place on 22-23 August 2013, in Washington DC, USA, and is 

organized as a two-day combined workshop and tutorial covering a diverse range of topics 

influencing handwriting analysis in the forensic science and in computer science (particularly, 

in pattern recognition). 

On the first day, an introductory tutorial on forensic handwriting examination and automatic 

handwriting/signature analysis is given. This includes a description of the forensics point of 

view and examples of real casework as well as a summary of important approaches in the area 

of automated handwriting examination. The major topics include: how forensic experts make 

comparisons (similarities versus differences, subjectivity, and bias), natural variation, line 

quality, quality versus quantity; what forensic experts need from the document analysis 

community; what the document analysis community needs to understand about FHEs work; 

existing systems and system problems; application of the Bayesian approach to forensic 

evidence evaluation (i.e. using the Likelihood Ratios a measure of the strength of evidence), 

and reporting by means of a verbal conclusion scale. The state-of-the-art of automatic 

handwriting/signature analysis systems is also focused where the emphasis is on the internal 

working of these systems along with the future directions in this regard. The purpose is to 

familiarize the forensic experts about working of automatic systems.    

On the second day, the workshop is organized where researchers from handwriting 

examination and pattern recognition communities present their novel researches. This volume 

contains the proceedings of the AFHA 2013 workshop. Thirteen submissions were received 

and after a single-blind-peer review process, ten papers were accepted for this volume. 

The first paper, ‘Some Observations on Handwriting from a Motor Learning Perspective’ 
discusses the dynamics of signatures in the light of recent findings in motor learning, according to 

which a signature is a highly automated motor task and, as such, it is stored in the brain as both a 

trajectory plan and a motor plan. It conjectures that such a stored representation does not necessarily 

include the entire signature, but can be limited to only parts of it, those that have been learned better 

and therefore are executed more automatically than others.  

The second paper, ‘Offline Handwriting Acquisition under Controlled and Uncontrolled 

Conditions’ discusses the offline handwriting acquisition under controlled and uncontrolled 

conditions for research purposes. The paper emphasizes that for forensic purposes, it is preferred to 

start building databases with forensically relevant data. This is because handwriting samples that make 
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up the current publicly available databases have all been collected under controlled conditions.  

 

The third paper ‘Oriented Local Binary Patterns for Writer Identification’ presents an oriented 

texture feature set, based on local binary patterns (LBP),  and apply it to the problem of offline writer 

identification using the ICDAR 2011 and ICHFR 2012 writer identification contest datasets.  

The fourth paper ‘Chinese Handwritten Writer Identification based on Structure Features and 

Extreme Learning Machine’ proposes an approach for writer identification of Chinese handwriting 

using Chinese character structure features (CSF) and extreme learning machine (ELM). To extract the 

features embedded in Chinese handwriting characters, special structures have been explored according 

to the trait of Chinese language. 

The fifth paper ‘Dissimilarity Representation for Handwritten Signature Verification’ 

discusses the dissimilarity representation (DR) approach where proximity among patterns constitute 

the classification space. The paper provide various scenarios where similar concept has been applied 

by forensic Questioned Document Examination (QDE) experts, when proximity between questioned 

signatures and a set of templates lead to the authentication decision. 

The sixth paper ‘Multi-script Off-line Signature Verification: A Two Stage Approach’ 

presents a technique for off-line English, Hindi (Devnagari), and Bangla (Bengali) signature 

verification by initially identifying the script type and then applying verification.  This paper 

highlights that better results could be achieved when the script is identified in advance. 

The seventh paper ‘Off-Line Signature Verification based on Ordered Grid Features: An 

Evaluation’ presents and evaluates an offline signature modeling which attempts to advance a grid 

based feature extraction method uniting it with the use of an ordered power set. More specifically, this 

work represents the pixel distribution of the signature trace by modeling specific predetermined paths 

having Chebyshev distance of the two, as being members of alphabet subsets-events. 

The eighth paper ‘Towards Automated Hyper-spectral Document Image Analysis’ provides an 

overview of the applications of hyper-spectral imaging with focus on solving pattern recognition 

problems, especially handwriting analysis and signature verification. 

The ninth paper ‘Fusing Modalities in Forensic Identification with Score Discretization’ 
proposes a method of score fusion based on discretization. It is evaluated considering the signatures 

and fingerprints. 

The tenth paper ‘Joint Glossary of Forensic Document Examination and Pattern Recognition’ 
introduces an open scientific glossary, based on the MediaWiki engine, to the forensic examination 

and pattern recognition communities. The purpose is to enable the development of a shared 

conceptualization among the two communities. 

 

We would like to thank the authors for their paper submission, our program committee 

members for their reviews and active participation in various activities concerning tutorial and 

workshop, and the AFHA 2013 workshop chairs for their advice and guidance throughout the 

endeavor.  

   

 

 

 

The AFHA 2013 PC-chairs, 

August 2013. 
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Some Observations on Handwriting
from a Motor Learning Perspective

Angelo Marcelli, Antonio Parziale, Rosa Senatore
Natural Computation Laboratory, DIEM

University of Salerno
Fisciano (Sa), Italy

{amarcelli, anparziale, rsenatore}@unisa.it

Abstract—We discuss the dynamics of signatures in the light
of recent findings in motor learning, according to which a
signature is a highly automated motor task and, as such, it
is stored in the brain as both a trajectory plan and a motor
plan. We then conjecture that such a stored representation does
not necessarily include the entire signature, but can be limited
to only parts of it, those that have been learned better and
therefore are executed more automatically than others. Because
these regions are executed more automatically than others, they
are less prone to significant variations depending on the actual
writing conditions, and therefore should represent better than
other regions the distinctive features of signatures. To support
our conjecture, we report and discuss the results of experiments
conducted by using an algorithm for finding those regions in the
signature ink and eventually using them for automatic signature
verification.

Index Terms—motor learning and execution; stability region;
signature verification;

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the daily experience, a coordinated sequence
of ”elementary” movements is acquired and executed faster
and more accurately the more it is practiced. Early in lear-
ning, actions are attention demanding, slow and less accurate,
whereas after long-term practice performance becomes quick,
movements are smooth, automatic, and can be performed
effortlessly, using minimal cognitive resources.

Studies on motor control have shown that selection, exe-
cution and learning of the movements needed to perform a
motor task involve several brain areas and motor subsystems,
but their activation and cooperation depend on the kind of
movements that are being made and on the effector that is
being used [1].

Indeed, when a child starts learning handwriting by copying
letters or words, he attempts several trajectory patterns in
order to replicate the same shape of the letters, selecting the
points to reach through the visual system, and performing
the appropriate sequence of movements through the motor
system. During the initial phase of learning, the movements
are quite straight and aimed to reach a sequence of points (as
in Figure 1a). The executed motor plan is corrected according
to the information provided by the visual and proprioceptive
feedback, so that the actual trajectory corresponds to the
desired one, and the lowest energy is spent by the muscular
subsystem involved. As learning proceed, simple point-to-
point movements become continuous, curved and smoother,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Handwriting samples, written by a child (a) and a skilled writer (b).

the motor sequence comes to be executed as a single beha-
vior and is performed automatically, using minimal cognitive
resources (as in Figure 1b).

There is also strong evidence, supported by the results of
several experimental studies on motor learning, that a given
sequence of actions is learned from different perspectives. It
has been observed, first by Lashley [2] and then by Hebb
[3], that a generic movement, learned with one extremity,
can be executed by different effectors. Furthermore, other
studies have shown that writing movements learned through
the dominant hand could be repeated using different body
parts, such as non-dominant hand, the mouth (with the pen
gripped by teeth) and foot (with the pen attached to it), even if
the subject had essentially no previous experience writing with
any of this body parts [4], [5]. Despite the different muscular
and skeletal systems used and, even though the movements
are not smooth, it can be observed that the writing production
follows the same trajectory in all conditions [4] (see Figure 2).
The ability to perform the same movement pattern by different
muscular systems is called ”motor equivalence”. It suggests
that movements directed to perform a task are stored in the
brain in two ways: in an abstract form (effector-independent)
related to the spatial sequence of points representing the tra-
jectory plan, and as a sequence of motor commands (effector-
dependent) directed to obtain particular muscular contractions
and articulatory movements.

Other studies on motor learning have shown that when the
untrained hand is used to perform a given sequence, learned
with long-term practice with the other hand, performances are
poor, but this is not true for a newly learned sequence [6],
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supporting the hypothesis that early in learning the execution
of the motor task is more based upon the trajectory plan
(effector independent), whereas late in learning upon the
sequence of motor commands (effector-dependent).

Execution of voluntary movements requires the interaction
between nervous and musculoskeletal systems, involving seve-
ral areas, from the higher cortical centers to the motor circuits
in the spinal cord [7].

In seeking to understand all the breadth and facets of motor
learning, many researchers have used different approaches and
methods, such as genetic analysis, neuroimaging techniques
(such as fMRI, PET and EEG), animal models and clinical
treatments (e.g. drugs administration and brain stimulation).
These studies have provided a large body of knowledge
that has led to several theories related to the role of the
central nervous system in controlling and learning simple
and complex movements. According to the results reported
by neuroimaging and experimental studies on motor learning,
several cortical and subcortical structures, including the basal
ganglia, cerebellum, and motor cortical regions, are thought
to be critical in different stages and aspects in the acquisition
and/or retention of skilled motor behaviors.

In order to locate which brain area, or areas, underlie
effector-independent representation of handwriting, Rijntjes
and colleagues [8] carried out an fMRI study to examine
patterns of brain activation associated with signing, using
either the hand or the big toe. Their results showed the
involvement of the parietal cortex in general, and posterior
parietal cortex and occipitotemporal junction in particular, in
the representation of written letter forms.

More recently, other neuroimaging studies have investigated
the dynamics and functional connectivity of brain networks
associated with learning a novel sequence of hand stroke
movements to write ideomotor character [9]. Their results
also suggest that a novel sequence of movements is initially
mapped to form an internal representation of the sequence that
is progressively encoded and refined subcortically (in the basal
ganglia and in the cerebellum) as performance improves.

The imaging data reported by other studies on motor
learning support the notion that distinct regions of the basal
ganglia participate in different stages of learning. These studies
report increased activity within the striatum (the input nucleus
of the basal ganglia), in particular within the associative
striatum and sensorimotor striatum early and late in learning,
respectively. However, although there is solid evidence that
the initial learning of many skills depends on the striatum,
there are contrasting results in the literature regarding to the
role of the sensorimotor striatum in automatic responding. For
example, whereas some fMRI studies reported increased acti-
vity in the sensorimotor striatum with extended training, others
reported decreased activity. Moreover, Turner and colleagues
[10] reported that temporary inactivations of sensorimotor
regions of the internal segment of the globus pallidus (a basal
ganglia nucleus whose activity depends on the sensorimotor
striatum) did not impair the ability of monkeys to produce
previously learned motor sequences. Therefore, these results

Fig. 2. A sentence written by the same writer using different body parts.
Reproduced from [4].

Fig. 3. Neural scheme of the model for procedural motor learning.

sustain the hypothesis that the basal ganglia play an important
role in the initial stage of learning, whereas it is not well-
established their importance in the final stage of learning.

With regard to the cerebellum, many studies report increased
activity within the cerebellar cortex during learning, and
increased activity within the dentate nucleus (an output nucleus
of the cerebellar circuitry) until automaticity is achieved. A
detailed review of the imaging studies whose results are here
cited can be found in [11].

According to these results, we have proposed a neural
scheme, based on the hypothesis that acquiring new motor
skills requires two phases, in which two different processes
occur:

• during the early stage, humans learn the spatial sequence
associated to the motor task in visual coordinates, i.e. the
sequence of points to reach in order to generate the ink
trace.

• during the late, automatic phase, the sequence of motor
commands in motor coordinates is acquired and comes
to be executed as a single behavior.

The neural scheme for motor learning is shown in Figure 3
and incorporates the parietal and motor cortex, basal ganglia
and cerebellum [12].

Sensory information is provided by an input module (sen-
sory input in the figure) to the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia
and cerebellum. The parietal association cortex releases signals
that specify the position of targets in extrapersonal space
(according to the studies conducted by Andersen and Zipser
[13] and Rijntjes [8]). Therefore, the basal ganglia, interacting
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with the parietal cortex, select the next target point in the
sequence. In turn, parietal cortex sends this information to the
cerebellum that, interacting with the motor cortex, selects the
appropriate motor command.

This model fits with the our hypothesis that motor learning
follows two distinct phases. During the early phase of learning,
the model learns the spatial sequence in visual coordinates (i.e.
the sequence of points to reach in order to realize the motor
task) through the interactions between the basal ganglia and
the parietal cortex. The spatial sequence is then converted into
motor commands through the interactions of the cerebellum
and the motor cortex. Therefore the cerebral cortex, basal
ganglia and cerebellum initially would work in parallel. The
basal ganglia, through the associative striatum, are involved
in the acquisition of the spatial sequence and the cerebellar
cortex starts working to acquire the motor sequence. As
learning proceeds, the sequence of motor commands in motor
coordinates is acquired and stored in the dentate nucleus.

II. SIGNATURES AND MOTOR LEARNING

The neural scheme illustrated in the previous section sug-
gests that after the learning, i.e. when the movement is execu-
ted fluently, the sequence of motor command is executed as a
single movement. It suggests also that the more a movement
is repeated the better is learned, i.e. the more it is automated.
When applied to handwriting, the model suggests that the
ultimate goal of the learning is that of producing a repertoire
of completely automated movements in correspondence of
the most frequently used sequences of characters. Such a
repertoire depends on the sequences of characters the writer
is most familiar with, which triggers the learning, and the
sequences of the corresponding motor commands. Thus, the
handwriting style emerges from both those aspects, the former
being mainly language and cultural dependent, the latter being
dependent on the physical and cognitive motor skills of the
subject. Accordingly, different subjects may develop diffe-
rent repertoires of completely automated movements, either
because the sequences of characters for which a completed
automated movement is learned are different or because a
different sequences of motor commands are learned for a
given sequence of characters. When a completely automated
movement has been learned for an entire message, multiple
executions of such a movement should produce similar re-
sults, the difference between them being mainly influenced
by the effector-dependent encoding of the learned sequence
rather than from the effector-independent one. On the other
hand, when more than one completely automated movement
needs to be used for encoding the entire message, further
variability may be observed in multiple execution of the same
movements because the movements introduced for smoothing
the transition between two successive completely automated
movements are planned on the fly during the execution, and
therefore may vary in both the effector-independent and the
effector-dependent component.

What do these observations suggest in case of signatures?
A signature is a movement the subject is very familiar with,

that has been learned through repeated practice, and therefore
it will have triggered a learning process whose final result is
the repertoire of completely automated movements used by
the subject while signing. If the entire signature is encoded
in a single completely automated movement, it is expected
that signatures produced by using the effector under the same
condition result in very similar traces. In such a condition,
in fact, the effector-independent part of the movement does
not change because it has been completely learned and the
effector-dependent component is supposed to be the same
during all the execution. On the contrary, if the signature is
produced by executing more than one completely automated
movement, repeated execution may produce different traces,
even under the assumption that the effector is used under
the same condition, because there will be differences in the
movements, and therefore in the traces, for connecting two
successive completely automated movements. It follows from
the observations reported above that whatever (dis)similarity
measure is adopted for deciding whether a signature is genuine
or not, it should be handled with care. In particular, it can be
used successfully only after it has been decided which one are
the parts of the signature that correspond to the execution of
completely automated movements, and only the (dis)similarity
between those parts of the signatures at hand should be
evaluated by the adopted measure, because only those parts
are expected to be ”stable” across multiple executions of the
signature. In other words, the signature verification should be
conducted by weighting differently the (dis)similarity between
”stable” regions and the (dis)similarity between other regions
of the signature. In the following sections, we will briefly
illustrate a procedure we have designed for finding the stability
regions and then results obtained in a signature verification
experiment.

III. FINDING THE STABILITY REGIONS

It follows from our definition of stability regions that they
are sequences of strokes produced as a single behavior and
therefore should be embedded into any execution of the
signature. Let us recall that a completely learned movement
is stored in two forms, a sequence of target points, and a
sequence of motor commands, and that the former is effector-
independent, while the latter is effector-dependent. When the
same effector is used in multiple executions, therefore, the only
source of variability is the actual state of the effector, which
may give raise to local variations in the shape of the ink traces.
These traces, however, are composed of the same number of
strokes and aimed at reaching the same sequence of target
points. Assuming such a perspective, the stability regions are
the longest common sequences of similar strokes found in two
signatures, where similar means that they are aimed at reaching
the same sequence of target points by following the same path.
The method we have developed for finding the stability regions
assumes that the signature signal has been segmented into a
sequence of strokes, and the detection of the stability regions
is achieved by an ink matcher that finds the longest common
sequences of strokes with similar shapes between the inks of
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(a) Genuine n. 16 (b) Genuine n. 19

Fig. 4. Genuine signatures produced by the user n. 22. The stability region
is in red.

a pair of signatures [14]. For deciding when two sequences
are similar enough, i.e. when they match, the method exploits
the concept of saliency that has been proposed to account
for attentional gaze shift in primate visual system [15]. The
rationale behind this choice is that, by evaluating the similarity
at different scales and then combining this information across
the scales, sequence of strokes that are globally more similar
than other will stand out in the saliency map. The global nature
of the saliency guarantees that its map provides more reliable
estimation of trace similarity with respect to that provided
by local criteria, as it is usually proposed in the literature
[16]. According to the definition of stability regions, one
would expect that the sequences of similar strokes provided
by the ink matching appear in all the signatures. In practice,
however, both the stroke segmentation and the ink matching
may introduce errors, in locating the segmentation points (i.e.
estimating the trajectory) and/or deciding when a sequence of
strokes is similar to another (i.e. estimating the motor plan),
that may produce different stability regions for the set of signa-
tures. To decide which sequences correspond to the stability
regions, we consider that longer stability region correspond
to longer sequence of elementary movements executed in a
highly automated fashion. Because the level of automation is
the result of the learning process described above, and because
the learning is an individual feature, long stability regions are
more subject specific than short ones. Accordingly, we remove
the stability regions that are subsequences of longer ones.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have two experimental results to support our conjec-
ture about the role of stability regions in signature learning
and execution and their effectiveness in signature verifica-
tion. In both cases, the experiments were conducted on the
SVC2004 dataset, adopted in the literature for writer verifica-
tion/identification [17].

The first one was carried on by 3 subjects independently.
They were provided with a written definition of stability
regions in terms of sequence of strokes and asked to find
them between 100 pairs of genuine signatures previously
segmented by our algorithm. We then compared their outputs
and removed 13 pairs for which there was some disagreement
among them. This 87 pairs were then processed as above and
the provided output compared with the one provided by the
experts. In all the cases we have found a perfect correspon-

(a) Genuine n. 8 (b) Genuine n. 10

Fig. 5. Genuine signatures produced by the user n. 40. The stability region
is in red.

(a) Genuine n. 14

(b) Genuine n. 18

Fig. 6. Genuine signatures produced by the user n. 6. The stability region is
in red, the pen-up in magenta.

dence between the machine and the expert. As an illustration
of the results, the figures 4-6 show the stability regions found
by the algorithm in case of signatures of different complexity.
Figure 4 shows two signatures produced without any pen-up
and pen-down occurring between the beginning and the end of
the signature. The two traces are divided into the same number
of strokes, and the stroke segmentation points, represented in
figure as black dot, are located on the shape so as to roughly
preserve their relative positions. According to our model, thus,
the subjects concluded that the two shapes have been generated
by the same motor plan, because it aims at reaching the same
sequence of target points (estimated by the relative position
of the segmentation points, as described in [18]) by means of
the same sequence of elementary movements with the same
time superimposition between successive ones (as estimated
by the similarity between sequence of strokes). In this case,
one would expect the algorithm to find just one stability
region covering the whole signature, as it happens. Figure
5 shows two signatures produced by another writer without
lifting the pen, as in the previous case, but with the end-
effector in a different initial condition. Again, by looking at
the segmentation points and at the similarity between sequence
of strokes, the experts (and the machine as well) concluded
that there was a difference in the initial parts of the signature
(depicted in blue in the figure) and therefore they were not
include in the stability region. Eventually, figure 6 depicts
two long and complex signatures produced by a third writer.
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Because of the pen-up within the trace, depicted in magenta,
and according to our conjecture, we expect that this signature
is less automated and that stability regions may be found
only during pen-down, as it happens. When requested to
explain why they did not include the beginning of the ink
trace (in blue) in the stability regions, the experts told us that
the movement at the beginning of the sequence were very
different, since in the first case the first stroke was directed
top left, while in the second it was directed to left, showing
also a sign of hesitation at the very beginning, as the subject
started a movement directed down-left and suddenly corrected
it. Similarly, in the first case it appears to be a stop-and-go
or an hesitation while drawing the letters. In both cases, they
were interpreted as sign of difference between the sequence
of strokes constituting the motor plan.

The second result comes from a signature verification
experiment we have designed and performed on the same
dataset [14]. In such an experiment, we have used the stability
regions provided by our algorithm for both selecting the
genuine signatures to be used as reference and classifying
the questioned signatures as both genuine or forged. Each
questioned signatures was compared with the stability regions
of the references. If a match was found, the similarity between
the sequence(s) of strokes of the stability region(s) in the
reference and the matching sequences of strokes in the que-
stioned was compared with two thresholds, to decide whether
the questioned was genuine or not. Despite this very simple
decision criteria, and the exploitation of shape information
only for measuring the similarity between sequence of strokes,
the experimental results showed that our method was the
5th among the 15 methods considered in the final ranking,
but also that it exhibited the lowest standard deviation of
the performance. This latter finding suggests that the method
captures the common aspects of signatures as they derive from
the model, and therefore is quite robust in providing similar
performance independently of the distinctive signing habit of
each subject. Even more interesting, most of the errors are
found in case of signatures with many pen-up and pen-down,
and whose stability regions are made of a few strokes, further
supporting our claim that the more the signature is automated
the longer are the stability regions.

All together, those results show that stability regions, as we
have defined and implemented them, do seems to exist and that
they can represent a promising way to root signature verifica-
tion within the framework of motor learning and execution.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have discussed some recent findings in neurocomputa-
tional modeling of motor learning and execution and suggested
that they may provide a new perspective for handwriting ana-
lysis. Under such a perspective, we have conjectured that si-
gnatures are represented as a motor plan, stored in a distributed
fashion between the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, which
encodes both the target points to be reached and the motor
program to execute for producing the desired handwriting.
From this conjecture we have derived a definition of stability

regions by globally evaluating the traces shape similarity by
means of a saliency map.

Our conjecture is supported by two experiments showing
that: human subjects may actually find stability regions that fits
with our definition and that such regions provide a plausible
estimate of the motor plans used to produce the observed
traces; the proposed algorithm finds the same stability regions
as the human subjects; the stability regions may be used for
both selecting the reference signature and performing signature
verification, providing very promising results even when a
very simple criterion is used to decide whether a questioned
signature is genuine or not.

In the future we will investigate to which extent our model
can deal with disguising writers. We would also like to
understand whether there is any relation between legibility and
learning of signatures.
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Abstract—This paper gives a description of offline 
handwriting acquisition under controlled and uncontrolled 
conditions for research purposes. The data collection task is an 
underestimated part in the process of developing signature 
verification or handwriting identification systems. There is a 
continuous need for new, unpublished data to train and evaluate 
new algorithms. Handwriting samples that make up the current 
publicly available databases have all been collected under 
controlled conditions. However, good quality data is still limited. 

On the contrary, research databases constituted of case 
related biometric data in general are scarce. To suit forensic 
purposes, it is preferred to start building databases with 
forensically relevant data. When verification and identification 
systems are trained on this type of material, the output will be 
more suited for forensic examination purposes. The challenges in 
this area are considered.  

Keywords—offline data, data collection, signature verification, 
forensic handwriting examiner 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Signature verification is a biometric technique with 
promising results for the near future for implementation within 
the forensic handwriting examination. In the past 10 years 
rapid developments are made within the pattern recognition 
discipline [1]. Implementing analysis tools in the forensic 
practice is the next challenge. Before an automated signature 
verification or handwriting identification system can be 
implemented, the forensic community must be ascertained that 
the systems are trained, evaluated and validated by correct 
environmental conditions.  

Collecting and selecting handwriting samples for research 
purposes is often an underestimated task. The number of 
publicly available databases with handwriting is limited, so 
new data must be collected regularly. Data are primarily 
collected to provide information regarding a specific topic. 
Therefore, data must be in accordance with the objective of 
the study. The overall performance of a biometric technology 
is eventually influenced by the quality of the input data.  

A. Learning from the past 

The following example illustrates the importance of 
sample design and sample selection to suit the purpose of the 
study. In 2002, Srihari and colleagues [2] conducted a study to 
test the principle of individuality of handwriting. Handwriting 
samples were collected from 1500 individuals. The dataset 
was representative for the US population with respect to 
gender, age, ethnicity, handedness, etc. The automated system 
CEDAR-FOX was used to evaluate the handwriting, and could 
identify the writer of a particular sample with 98 percent 
confidence. Inferring these statistics over the entire U.S. 
population, writer identification can be established with 96 
percent confidence.  

Saks [3] commented on this study by arguing that to test 
individuality, a better sampling design would have been to 
gather a representative sample of clusters of writers, with each 
cluster composed of highly similar writers. Only then, the data 
would have been discriminative of highly similar handwriting. 
And it would have been repeatable if the same effect was 
observed between the clusters. The choice of data by Srihari 
and colleagues was not adequate for testing the hypothesis that 
handwriting is individual. 

In a response to this, Durina and colleagues [4] conducted 
a study in which samples of writing were obtained from 52 
writers and their teachers who were taught the same copybook 
style at the same Catholic elementary school approximately 4 
decades ago. The research addressed the criticisms that earlier 
studies on the individuality of handwriting did not include 
populations from homogeneous writing communities. It 
demonstrated that there is a high degree of inter-writer 
variation among writers, even in populations where the driving 
forces for variation are low. In spite of the size of the dataset, 
it was better fit for purpose to investigate the uniqueness of 
handwriting.  

B. Learning from each other 

In the past years, from 2009 until 2013, different datasets 
with signatures as well as handwriting are collected by the 
Netherlands Forensic Institute for the Signature Competition 
(SigComp) [5]. This competition allows researchers and 
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practitioners from academia and industries to compare 
performance on signature verification on new and unpublished 
datasets. Because all participating parties in the competition 
are provided with the same data, results are comparable. While 
the competition provides an overview of involved parties and 
shows the performance of the available systems to the forensic 
community, the pattern recognition researchers are more 
concerned about which features are most discriminative. The 
SigComp provides a platform to bridge the gap between the 
two communities.  

Two years ago, in 2011, a group of researchers from 
different fields of expertise started the discussion about how to 
bridge the gap between the two communities and to signal the 
challenges. Computer programmers learned how a forensic 
handwriting examination is carried out and examples of real 
casework are described. Forensic scientists got an overview of 
state-of-the-art automatic verification systems. Recent 
advances are comparing the performance with Minimum Cost 
of Log Likelihood Ratios [6], the task of reporting a 
probabilistic output score, and the addition of disguised 
signatures in new datasets. Nevertheless, much work needs 
still to be done in order of bringing together researchers in the 
field of automated handwriting analysis and signature 
verification and experts from the forensic handwriting 
examination community.  

The scope of the competition changes each year. In the end, 
when automated systems are meant to aid the FHE in the 
examination or as an objective tool. The first competition was 
focused on skilled forgeries. After that, disguised signatures 
were added to the questioned signatures. Last year we’ve 
provided different scripts, i.e. Dutch and Chinese signatures. 
The consequence of the changing focus of the competition 
allows the developers to improve their algorithms and benefit 
from new and unpublished handwriting data.  
 

II.  OBJECTIVE 

Three scenarios for handwriting data collection can be 
distinguished: 1) The samples are collected under controlled 
conditions, e.g. let the participants write on the same make of 
paper, with the same writing instrument, in similar writing 
position, etc., 2) spontaneous writings are collected from 
participants by gathering their writings from the past, and 3) 
forensic handwriting samples from casework are shared, either 
anonymously or by an online evaluation platform.  
 
Topics that are covered in this paper are:  

• offline and online data  
• requirements of the dataset 
• controlled versus uncontrolled conditions  
• research data versus forensic data  

 
The first part of the paper describes the most favorable and 

pragmatic approach for offline handwriting sample collection. 
The second part stresses the importance of data collection 
under uncontrolled conditions. Furthermore, this paper calls 

for exploring the possibilities of using forensic datasets to 
further develop automated systems.  

 

III.  METHOD 

Two categories capturing a person’s handwriting can be 
distinguished, namely, offline and online. The online modality 
is discussed here very shortly, because this data is not 
available to the forensic handwriting examiner. It is useful for 
biometric identification and finding the new features or feature 
combinations that are most discriminative. Handwriting 
examiners will in particular be interest in offline systems and 
therefore offline data acquisition is described more in detail.  

A. Online data 

Online data collection requires an electronic writing tablet 
and recording software. Most often WACOM tablets are used 
to collect handwriting samples, but since pen-input devices 
getting more widespread this might change on short term. The 
online handwriting is captured with an electronic writing 
tablet and stored digitally in x, y, and z-positions as a function 
of time.  

B. Offline data 

Offline handwriting data is a representation of the 
handwriting in as a scanned image. It has been demonstrated 
[7] the FHE’s can infer dynamic information, such as writing 
velocity and pen pressure, from the static trace. Writing 
velocity is reflected in line quality, pen pressure differences 
and blunt beginnings and endings of stroke. The pen pressure 
is not useful for the examiner as an absolute measure, since it 
is not only writer specific but strongly depends on extrinsic 
factors. It is only writer specific if other conditions such as 
writing surface and writer instrument are constant. The 
indentation of the paper shows the handwriting examiner if the 
ink was deposited by a natural course of writing or by forced 
writing.  

For offline data collection all that is needed is a pen, a 
piece of paper and a scanner. To aid the writer, a guiding line 
or box can be used. The easiest and practical solution is to use 
an underlying sheet of paper with the lineation or boxes 
printed with a black, bold line. No lineation or bounding boxes 
must strike trough the writings. In this way, the data is kept 
‘clean’ and less effort for data preparation is needed. 
 

Fig. 1   Offline specimen signatures collected under controlled conditions. 
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C. Data requirements 

The requirements for a high-quality offline dataset of 
handwritten samples are summed up below. A formal data 
collection process is necessary as it ensures that gathered data 
are both defined and accurate and that decisions based on 
arguments embodied in the findings are valid [7].  

The first list proposed shows which requirements of the 
dataset are advised for training and evaluating automated 
systems. Additionally there is a list of extra requirements 
which are important for forensic handwriting researchers. The 
summed information is necessary for forensic handwriting 
examiners to get a better understanding of the data used in 
experiments. In general, the data must reflect the variation of 
handwriting in the relevant population, and intra-writer 
variation must represent reality.  
 
Pattern recognition data requirements:  

• Substantial number of specimen writers  
• Substantial number of simulators  
• High resolution scans of the written samples, 

preferably 400 dpi.  
• Suitable format (PNG format would be preferable. 

This lossless format will retain information from 
images when re-opened and re-saved. The PNG 
format also creates smaller file size but without the 
quality loss of a GIF-file)  

• Cropping of the image 
• Assign an identification code as filename  
• Compatibility with earlier collections  

 
Additional forensic requirements:  

• Writer sex, age, handedness, level of education, and 
profession  

• Cultural origin (for signatures) or copybook system 
(for handwritten text)  

• Substantial amount of questioned writing (e.g. half a 
page of text)  

• Substantial amount of reference writing (number of 
reference signatures or number of lines of text)  

• Specification of conditions of forgery and/or 
disguised  

• Time span over which the data was collected  
 

IV.  FORENSIC HANDWRITING DATA 

A. Collecting existing specimens 

One way of acquiring relevant data is to collect existing 
writings. Such handwriting can consist signatures on 
agreements, receipts, cheques, passports, etcetera. In short, it 
can comprise handwriting, which is comparable to the 
reference material in casework. All factors that are considered 
by forensic handwriting examiners are in the dataset: natural 
variation in the writings, different surfaces, different writing 
instruments, different time period and the samples are written 
under different mental circumstances. Both intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors are represented. Participants are not 

approached to write something, but provide the researcher 
with their previously written material.  

 
 

 
Fig. 2   Examples of collected specimen signatures written under uncontrolled 
conditions: a) A signature that was written under a declaration form, b) two 
overlapping signatures with restricted space for signing, c) signature on a 
receipt that was written in a standing writing position, and d) signature on an 
ID-document, dating from 5 years ago.  
 

B. Case related data 

The best would be using forensic casework data to 
evaluate and validate automated systems, but legal aspects 
regarding privacy form an obstacle. One possible solution for 
sharing forensic samples is to facilitate access at an online 
evaluation platform. BEAT [8] is a project that is funded by 
the European Commission, under the Seventh Framework 
Programme and is offering such an approach. The goal of the 
project is to propose a framework of standard operational 
evaluations for biometric technologies. Unfortunately, it is not 
available for forensic biometrics yet. 

Simulated data can be used in the training phase of system 
development, because the ground truth of the origin is known. 
The evaluation phase should at least contain case related data. 
However, the validation of the system should completely be 
performed with real casework samples. 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Where biometric systems usually have access to high 
quality and uniform data, in forensic practice the trace under 
investigation is often characterized by poor quality. This is not 
represented by the currently existing handwriting databases.  

Since input data determines the overall performance of the 
automated system, a next step in bridging the gap between the 
pattern recognition community and forensic handwriting 
examiners should logically involve the use of samples that 

a)  

 
  

b)  

 
  

c)  

 
  

d)  
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were written under uncontrolled circumstances. The condition 
of the dataset has its effect on the systems’ performance on 
that trace and accordingly influences the strength of the 
evidence.  
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Abstract—In this paper we present an oriented texture feature
set and apply it to the problem of offline writer identification.
Our feature set is based on local binary patterns (LBP) which
were broadly used for face recognition in the past. These features
are inherently texture features. Thus, we approach the writer
identification problem as an oriented texture recognition task
and obtain remarkable results comparable to the state of the art.
Our experiments were conducted on the ICDAR 2011 and ICHFR
2012 writer identification contest datasets. On these datasets we
investigate the strengths of our approach as well its limitations.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Local Binary Patterns

Local binary patterns (LBP) were broadly popularized in
2002 with the work of Ojala et al [1] as a texture feature set
extracted directly on grayscale images. As well demonstrated
by Ojala, the histogram of some specific binary patterns is a
very important feature-set. LBP are inherently texture features,
but they have been used in a very broad range of applications
in Computer Vision (CV), many of which exceed the typical
texture recognition tasks. In 2004, Ahonen et al [2] used
successfully LBP for face recognition. In 2007, Zhao et al [3]
extended the operator as a 2D plus time voxel version of LBP,
called VLBP, and used them successfully for facial gesture
recognition. In 2009, Whang et al [4] combined LBP features
with HOG features to address the problem of partial occlusions
in the problem of human detection.

B. Writer Identification

While graphology, i.e. the detection of personality traits
based on handwriting, has been associated with bad science [5]
and has failed to provide experimentally sound significant
results [6], handwriting style can be considered an invariant
attribute of the individual. Writer identification has tradition-
ally been performed by Forensic Document Examiners using
visual examination. In recent decades there is an attempt
to automate the process and codify this knowledge in to
automated methods. In 2005, Bensefia et al [7] successfully
used features derived from statistical analysis of graphemes,
bigrams, and trigrams. In 2008, He et al [8] used Gabor
filter derived features and in 2010 Du et al [9] introduced
LBP on the wavelet domain. Even-though the method of Du
uses LBP for feature extraction in writer identification, the
similarities end there. Our method makes no assumptions

specific to handwriting and treats the problem as a generic
oriented binary texture classification problem. The extent to
which handwriting contains invariant characteristics of the
writer is an open question. While forensic document examiners
have been tested in detecting disguised handwriting by Bird
et al [10], Malik et al [11] have started to address the
issue of different writing styles for automated offline writer
identification systems. It remains an open question whether
handwriting style can provide us with real biometric markers,
invariant to the sample acquisition conditions. By preserving
the generic attributes of our method, we can safely avoid
addressing many complications that are specific to handwriting
analysis and writer detection.

II. LBP FEATURE SET

Although writer identification seems to require scale invari-
ant features, scale sensitive features might be suited as well.
Writers tend to write with a specific size, therefore the scale of
the texture tends to be directly dependent on the sampling rate.
The task of writer identification is almost always done with
respect to a dataset, where the sampling rate is defined or at
least known when performing feature extraction. It is feasible
and probably worth the effort of resampling all text images to
a standard sampling resolution, rather than improvising a scale
invariant feature-set. Our feature-set as is the norm, is derived
from the histogram of occurring binary patterns.

A. The LBP operator

LBP were defined in [1] as a local structural operator,
operating on the periphery of a circular neighborhood. LBP
are encoded as integers, which in binary notation would map
each sample on the periphery to a binary digit. As can be
seen in Fig. 1 and (2), LBP are defined by the radius of the
circular neighborhood and the number of pixels sampled on
the periphery. The sampling neighborhood Nr,b is formally
defined in (1).

∀n, φ : n ∈ [0..b− 1] ∧ φ = (n ∗ 2 ∗ π)/b
∀f(x1, x2) : R2 =⇒ {0, 1}

Nr,b(I(x, y), n) = I(x+ sin(φ) ∗ r, y + cos(φ) ∗ r) (1)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 1: Indicative LBP operators: LBP1,4 (a), LBP1,8 (b),
LBP1.5,8 (c), LBP2,8(d),LBP2,12 (e), LBP2,16 (f),
LBP3,8 (g), LBP3,16 (e). Dark green represents pixels
with 100% contribution, green represents pixels with 50%,
light green pixels with 25%, and black is the reference pixel.

LBPr,b,f (x, y) = f(Nr,b(I(x, y), n) ∗ 2n, I(x, y))+
f(Nr,b(I(x, y), n− 1) ∗ 2n−1), I(x, y)) + ...

...+ f(Nr,b(I(x, y), 0) ∗ 20, I(x, y))
(2)

When defined on grayscale images, LBP are obtained by
thresholding each pixel on the periphery by the central pixel.
Because we worked on binary images as input, a lot more
operations than greater or equal (thresholding) were possible
as a binary operation. We generalized our definition of the LBP
in (2), to consider the boolean operator marked as f a third
defining characteristic of the LBP operator LBPr,b,f along
with the radius r and the number of samples b.

We took into account several factors for selecting the
appropriate LBP binary operator. In what concerns the bit
count, a bit-count of 8 presents us with many benefits. Im-
plementation wise, the LBP transform is an image that uses
one byte per pixel. Its histogram has 256 bins providing
a high feature-vector dimentionality and good discriminative
properties. Additionally, containing the distinct LBP count to
256, guaranties highly representative sampling in relatively
small surfaces of text.

B. The LBP function

While LBP are traditionally derived from grayscale images,
when dealing with text, its better to use binarized text images
as input, thus avoiding all information coming from the text
background. We considered many different binary operations
and chose the binary operator ”equals” (3) as f() in (2 ).

f(xceter, xperiphery) =

{
1 : xceter = xperiphery
0 : xceter 6= xperiphery

(3)

”Equals” as a boolean function on an image means true for any
background pixel in the peripheral neighborhood of a back-
ground pixel, true for any foreground pixel in the peripheral
neighborhood of a foreground pixel, and false for everything
else. When using the ”equals” function as the binary function
in a 8 bit-count LBP, all pixels with only foreground and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: LBP edge patterns. In (a) the top-edge contributing
patterns and in (b) the top-left edge contributing patterns can
be seen. Contribution: black 100%, dark gray 50%, gray 25%,
and light gray 12.5%

only background have an LBP value of 255. By suppressing
(ignoring) the 255 bin, we make the LBP histogram surface
invariant. All occurrences left in the histogram represent the
pixels in the border between foreground and background. The
core of the feature set comprises of the 255 histogram bins
normalized to a sum of 1. This normalization renders the
features derived from the histogram invariant to the number
of signal pixels in the image.

C. Redundant Features

Having the normalized 255 bins from the histogram as
the core of the feature set, we calculate some redundant
features that will amplify some aspects of the LBP we consider
significant in the writer identification task. Our goal is to have
a feature-set discriminative enough to work well with naive
classifiers such as nearest neighbor or, even more, classify
writers by clustering the samples without any training.

The first redundant feature group we use, is edge participa-
tion. We consider each pattern to have a specific probability of
belonging to an edge of a specific orientation; from now on we
call that contribution. The sum of the number of occurrences
of each pattern, multiplied by its contribution factor makes up
the oriented edge occurrences. In Fig. 2a all top-edge patterns
can be seen along with their probability, in 2b we can see the
patterns of the top-left-edge patterns and their probabilities
which are derived from the top-edge patterns by rotating them
counter-clock-wise. By rotating the contributing patterns of
the top-edge, we can obtain the contributing patterns of all
eight edge-orientations. We also add the more general edge-
orientations: horizontal, vertical, ascending, and descending as
separate features which are calculated as the sum of the respec-
tive pair of edge-orientations. In the end we calculate the two
final aggregations of perpendicular and diagonal, which are the
sum of horizontal and vertical and respectively ascending and
descending. In total we obtain 14 edge-features, which we then
normalize to a sum of 1. One of our aims when introducing
these redundant features is to enhance characteristics that have
been associated with writer identification such as text slant.

The second redundant feature-group we implemented are
the rotation invariant hashes. We grouped all patterns, so
that each pattern in a group can be transformed in to any
other pattern in that group by rotating. When having an 8
sample LBP, the distinct rotation invariant patterns are 36
in total [1]. Some pattern groups contain only one pattern
eg. pattern 0, while other groups contain up to 8 patterns,
such as all one bit true patterns 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128. We
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took the number of occurrences for each group in the input
image and normalized them to a sum of 1, thus providing
36 rotation invariant features. A complementary feature-group
to the rotation invariant patterns is what we named rotation
phase. For each group of rotation invariant features, we took
the minimum, with respect to the numeric value, pattern in
the group and designated it as group-hash. The number of
clockwise rotations each pattern needs to become its groups-
hash, is what we call the rotation phase. By definition, the
distinct phases in an LBP image, are as many as the number
of samples of the LBP. The frequency of all phases normalized
to the sum of 1, provides us with 8 more redundant features
that are complementary to the rotation invariant hashes.

A third group of redundant features we introduced to our
feature-set is what we called beta-function as defined in (4)
along with the bit-count of every pattern.

∀n ∈ [1..bitcount]

∀lbp ∈ [0..2bitcount−1]

d(lbp, n) =

{
1 : bit n is set in lbp∧

bit n− 1 is not set in lbp
0 : otherwise

β(lbp) =
∑
n

d(lbp, n)

(4)

When the sample count is 8, the β function, has up to 5 distinct
values. The histogram of the β function (5 bins) normalized to
a sum of 1 and the histogram of the bit-count of every pattern
normalized to 1 as well, are the last redundant feature-group
we defined. The β function becomes an important feature when
the LBP radius is greater than pen stroke thickness. In those
situations, e.g. a β count of one, would indicate the ending
of a line, and a β count of three or four would indicate lines
crossing.

If we put it all together, we have 255 bins of the histogram,
plus 36 rotation invariant features, plus 8 rotation phase
features, plus 14 edge-features, plus 5 β function features, plus
9 sample-count features, makes a total of 327 features; these
are the proposed feature-set. The redundant features make the
features well suited for naive classifiers. By setting the 255
histogram bin to 0, the feature set ignores all non signal areas
in the image. The normalization of all bins to a sum of 1, as
well as the nullification of the last bin, renders our feature set
invariant with respect to non signal areas (white).

D. The Classifier

Once we transform a given set of images into feature
vectors, we can either use them as a nearest neighbor classifier
or perform clustering on them. While clustering seems to be
a more generic approach, it is constrained by the need to
process all samples at the same time. Such a constraint makes
the clustering approach very well suited for research purposes
but hard to match any real world scenarios. The construction
of the classifier consists of four steps. In the first step, we
extract the image features. In the second step, we rebase the
features along the principal components of a given dataset by
performing principal components analysis. This step might, in
a very broad sense of the term, be considered training because
our method acquires information from a given dataset. In the
third step we scale the rebased features by a scaling vector

which was defined by evolutionary optimization on the train-
set. The optimization process is also performed on a given
dataset and should also be considered as a training stage. While
it is not required, it makes more sense that both training steps
are performed on the same dataset. The fourth and last step
is to calculate the L1 norm on the scaled and rebased feature
vectors. Steps two and three can be combined in to a linear
operation on the feature space and in many aspects should be
viewed as a statistically derived heuristic matrix. Our classifier,
as was implemented, has two inputs, a subject dataset and a
reference dataset. The output consists of a table where each
row refers to a sample in the subject dataset and contains all
samples in the reference dataset ranked by similarity to the
specific sample. When benchmarking classification rates of our
method, we can simply run our classifier with an annotated
dataset as both object dataset and reference dataset. In this
case, the first column contains the object sample and the
second column contains the most similar sample in the dataset
other than its self. The rate at which the classes in the first
column agree to the classes in second column, is the nearest
neighbor classification rate.

E. Scale Vector Optimisation

Describing in detail the optimization process of the scaling
vector would go beyond the scope of this paper. In brief
we optimized using an evolutionary algorithm. We used as
input the 125 most prominent components of the features
and the id of the writer of each sample. We optimized using
the ICHFR 2012 writer identification competition dataset [13]
which contains 100 writers contributing 4 writing samples
each. Individuals of the algorithm were modeled as vector
of continuous scaling factors for each feature in the feature
space. The fitness function was based on the classification rate
a nearest neighbor classifier obtains when the feature space
is scaled by each individual. The stoping criteria was set to
2000 generations, and each generation had 20 individuals.
Suitable parents were determined by the rank they obtained
in the generation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to have a proper understanding of our methods
performance, its robustness, and its limitations, we conducted
a series of experiments. We used two datasets for our experi-
ments: the dataset from the ICDAR 2011 writer identification
contest [12], hereafter 2011 dataset and the dataset from the
ICHFR 2012 writer identification challenge [13], hereafter
2012 dataset. The 2011 dataset has 26 writers contributing
samples in Greek, English, German, and French with 8 samples
per writer. The 2012 dataset has 100 writers, contributing
samples in Greek and English with 4 samples per writer.
While the 2011 dataset was given as the train set for the 2012
contest, we used them in the opposite manner. In order to
avoid overfitting during the optimization step, we deemed the
”harder” dataset, containing more classes and less samples per
class, was better suited for training.

A. Performance

As previously described, our method consist of four stages:
feature extraction, principal components analysis, scaling vec-
tor optimization, and L1 distance estimation. Steps two and
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TABLE I: Performance Results. Various modalities of our method’s results on the 2011 dataset [12] and state of the art methods
performance for reference

Nearest Hard Hard Hard Hard Soft Soft
NAME Neighbor Top-2 Top-3 Top-5 Top-7 Top-5 Top-10

Tsinghua 99.5% 97,1% NA 84.1% 44.1% 100% 100%

MCS-NUST 99.0% 93.3% NA 78.9% 38.9% 99.5% 99.5%

Tebessa 98.6% 97.1% NA 81.3% 50.0% 100% 100%

No PC, No train 96.63% 87.02% 79.33% 63.94% 28.84% 98.56% 99.04%

PC, No train 98.56% 91.35% 84.62% 68.27% 34.62% 98.56% 98.56%

PC, Train 98.56% 95.19% 91.83% 84.13% 50.48% 99.04% 99.04%

three require a training dataset, while steps one and four are
totally independent of any data. In TABLE I analytical scores
of our method in various modalities can be seen. Apart from
the nearest neighbor accuracy we also add the hard TOP-N
and soft TOP-N criteria [12], [13]. The soft TOP-N criterium
is calculated by estimating the percentage of samples in the
test set that have at least one sample of the same class in their
N nearest neighbors. The hard TOP-N criterium is calculated
by estimating the percentage of samples in the test set that have
only samples of the same class in their N nearest neighbors.
More in detail, in TABLE I we can see various versions of
our method and their performance as well as some state of
the art methods for reference. Methods Tsinghua, MCS-NUST
and Tebessa [14] are the top performing methods from the
ICDAR 2011 writer identification contest. We must point out
that our method had a vastly superior train set, consisting of
400 samples, and we had access to the test set while working.
Our method has two parts that were optimized on our train
set, the 2012 dataset. The first is the principal components of
the train set and the second is the scaling of the feature space.
No PC, No train is the raw feature space without any training,
just the features in an L1 nearest neighbor setup. PC, No train
is the feature space rebased along the principal components of
the the train set in a L1 nearest neighbor setup. PC, Train is
the feature space rebased along the principal components of
the the train-set and scaled along the optimized vector in a
L1 nearest neighbor setup. As we can see our method almost
reaches the overall performance of the state of the art when
it incorporates the full trained heuristics but it also provides
very good results in its untrained form.

B. Qualitative Experiments

Apart from providing a comprehensive accuracy score that
is comparable to other methods, in order to describe the
strength and limitations of our method, we performed a series
of experiments that simulate frequently appearing distortions
to the data.

1) Rotation: Text orientation, is a text image characteristic
that is definitely affected by the writer. Under controlled
homogeneous experimental conditions of data acquisition, text
orientation should depend only on the writer. Quite often in
real life scenarios we have no way of knowing whether an
image has been rotated or not and to which extent. One of the
important characteristics of a writer identification system is the
robustness against moderate rotation. We address this issue by
an experiment where we try to recognize samples of a dataset
with rotated versions of the database. More specifically we

took the 2012 dataset and we rotated its samples by 1◦ from
−20◦ to 20◦. We obtained our measurements by classifying the
original 2012 dataset with the the rotated versions. In Fig. 3
the rotation sensitivity of our method can be demonstrated.
Two different measurements can be seen. The first one, noted
as Sample Self Recognition, is the the nearest neighbor in-
cluding the test sample. Sample Self Recognition rate will
be by definition 100% when no rotation occurs. The second
measurement, marked as Nearest Neighbor is the accuracy
of nearest neighbor excluding the first occurrence. Nearest
Neighbor is by definition the accuracy when no rotation occurs.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 our method demonstrates some
rotation tolerance from −5◦ to +5◦ with sustainable accuracy
rates, but performance drops significantly beyond this limit1.
It is also worth noticing the fact that −1◦ and +1◦ rotations
perform slightly worst than −2◦ to +2◦; a possible explanation
for this could be aliasing phenomena.

2) Downsampling: As we stated previously, in most real
world scenarios, the sampling resolution will be known to
a writer identification system, but not always controlled as
sometimes the data are acquired by external sources or at
different times. We devised an experiment that demonstrate
the behavior and limitations of our method in what concerns
the resolution. We took the ICDAR 2011 Writer Identification
dataset and rescaled it to various scales from 100% down to
10%. As can be seen in Fig. 4 we obtained three measurements.
The first, marked as Self Recognition Unscaled Sample, is
the nearest neighbor when classifying the initial dataset with
the subsampled dataset as a database. The second, marked
as Nearest Neighbor Unscaled Sample, is the second nearest
neighbor when classifying the initial dataset with the subsam-
pled dataset as a database. We presume that the first nearest
neighbor will always be the same sample in different scales
and therefore disregard it for this measurement. The third
measurement, named Nearest Neighbor Scaled Sample, is the
accuracy of the second nearest neighbor when classifying the
scaled dataset with the scaled dataset a database. The first two
measurements describe the sensitivity our method has in com-
paring samples of different sampling resolution and therefore
scale as well, while the third measurement demonstrates how
well our method would work on datasets of lower resolution.
We should also point out that the optimization process was
performed on the original resolution. As we expected and can
be seen in Fig. 4, we find that our method has no tolerance in
comparing samples from different sampling rates. We can also

1samples rotated by more than 5◦ could be manually corrected during
sample aquisition
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Fig. 3: Rotation Sensitivity Fig. 4: Resolution/scale sensitivity Fig. 5: Grapheme quantity sensitivity

conclude that our method has tolerance to lower than standard
resolutions, but benefits mostly from higher resolutions. The
out of the norm measurement in Nearest Neighbor Scaled
Sample posed us with a puzzle. The most probable explanation
is that it is related to aliasing but is worth investigating more.

3) Removing Graphemes: A very important characteristic
of writer identification methods is how much text is required
to in order to reach the claimed accuracy. We conducted an
experiment to answer specifically this question. Our strategy
was to create group datasets that vary only on the amount
of signal (text) and then compare results on these datasets.
As the primary dataset we took the ICDAR 2011 writer
identification dataset, because it provides us with relatively
large text samples. In order to quantify the available signal,
we took the 2011 dataset and for each image in the dataset,
we produced 20 images with different amounts of connected
components from the original image. Due to the very high
locality of our feature set, the fact that we removed connected
components instead of text lines should be negligible and
at the same time it gave us quite higher control over the
signal quantity. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the results are quite
surprising. Instead of having a gradual drop in performance,
the performance is unaffected down to 30% of the graphemes,
bellow that point, performance drops linearly.

4) Writer vs Writing Style: We submitted an earlier version
of our method to the SigWiComp2013 competition. The goal
of the writer identification part of the competition, is to mea-
sure the performance of writer identification systems, when the
handwriting style has been altered. A sample dataset was made
available by the organizers of the competition. The dataset
contained 55 writers contributing 3 text samples each and
each sample written a different writing style. Having access
to the sample dataset, we performed a simple experiment to
determine whether our features encapsulate writer biometrical
information or simply the writing style. We separated the
dataset of 165 samples in to left and right halves. We then
performed a pair matching of the left halves to the right halves
based on the nearest neighbor classification. We obtained two
measurements, first the percentage of left-samples having an
assigned right-sample written by the same writer (55 classes),
and second the percentage of left-samples having the spe-
cific sample’s complementary right-half as the nearest neigh-
bor (165 classes). The writer identification rate was 87.27%,
while the specific sample recognition rate was 86.06%. By
definition the writer identification rate is greater or equal to

the sample recognition rate. We performed a one tail t-test
on the results on 165 sample-classifications and obtained a p-
value of 0.3734, which by all standards make the recognition-
rates indistinguishable. This experiment indicates that for our
method any two samples written in different writing styles
are as different regardless of whether they were written by
the same individual or not. From a forensic perspective, these
measurements imply that our method does not distinguish
between disguised writing style and natural writing style.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented a powerful feature set that
summarizes any texture on a binary image as a vector of 327.
We use our feature extraction method to produce a database
from any given dataset with handwriting samples and use it as a
nearest neighbor classifier. In order to improve our classifier we
performed PCA on a specific dataset and linearly transformed
the feature space. We also scaled the features by a scaling
vector in order to increase the impact of the features that
contribute to correct classifications on our test set. Both these
improvements can be combined in to single matrix with which
we multiply all feature vectors. This single matrix should be
viewed as a heuristic matrix statistically derived from the 2012
dataset. It is also valid to think of this matrix as the result
of a supervised learning process. The idea is to calculate
this matrix once per type of texture we want to classify. In
the context of western script handwriting, we obtained the
matrix from the 2012 dataset and used it in benchmarking
our method on the 2011 dataset, our qualitative experiments,
and our submission to SigWiComp2013 [11]. When comparing
the experimental results to the state of the art, we can not
obtain a perfectly fair comparison. The state of the art methods
participated in a blind competition with a very small train-
set, although we could maybe assume that participants had
access to larger third-party datasets as well. Since datasets
of competitions are published after the competitions, the only
way to have a perfectly fair comparison to the state of the art
is to participate in those competitions. A comparison of the
untrained classifier (96.63%) to the state of the art (99.5%)
is quite unfair towards our method. On the other hand, a
comparison of our trained classifier (98.56%) to the state of
the art (99.5%) is a bit unfair towards the state of the art. In
the authors opinion, a fair comparison would be a lot closer to
the trained classifier than to the untrained. The performance of
the untrained classifier demonstrates clearly the potency of our
feature set. The qualitative experiments were not performed
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with forensics in mind, except for the last one, writer vs
writing style. In writer vs writing style we tried to determine
the extent to which our feature set can deal with disguising
writers; the quick answer is, no our method can not deal with
disguising writers. There are many subtleties in the conclusions
that can be drawn from the writer vs writing style experiment
about what phenomena is that our features model. One could
even say that our method is more about texture similarity than
about writer similarity; assuming there are biometric features
in handwriting, the proposed feature set does not seem to
encapsulate them. From a software engineering perspective the
approach of treating writer identification as a distance metric
instead of a classifier [12] seems more efficient and modular, it
allows for simplification and standardization of benchmarking.
The fact that the proposed features encapsulate no structural
information what so ever, makes them a very good candidate
for fusion with other feature sets.
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Abstract—In this paper,we propose a new approach for writer
identification of Chinese handwritten.In our method, we deal
with writer identification of Chinese handwritten using Chi-
nese character structure features(CSF) and extreme learning
machine(ELM).To extract the features embedded in Chinese
handwriting characters, special structures have been explored
according to the trait of Chinese handwriting characters,where
20 features are extracted from the structures, these features
constitute patterns of writer handwriting. We also combine
structure features with extreme learning machine (ELM) as a
new scheme for writer recognition, ELM is single hidden layer
feed forward networks (SLFN), which randomly chooses the
input weights and analytically determines the output weights
of SLFN. This algorithm learns much faster than traditional
popular learning algorithms. Experimental results demonstrate
CSF/ELM method can achieve better performance than other
traditional schemes for writer identification.

I. INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important methods in the biometric
individual identification, writer identification has been widely
used in the fields of bank check, forensic, historic docu-
ment analysis, archaeology, identifying personality [1], many
approaches have been developed [2], [3]. According to the
different input methods, writer identification is commonly
classified into on-line and off-line.

Compared with its on-line counterpart, off-line writer identi-
fication is a rather challenging problem. Chinese characters are
ideo graphic in nature[4], Chinese characters can be expressed
in at least two common styles, such as in block or in cursive.In
block style, there is an average of 810 strokes. Meanwhile
there are more strokes in cursive style. According to [5],
in Chinese characters, the complication structures are mostly
affected by multi stokes of each character. Additionally, as
shown in Fig.1, the stroke shapes and structures of Chinese
characters are quite different from those of other languages
such as English, which makes it more difficult to identify
Chinese handwriting [2]. The approaches proposed for English
handwriting writer identification is no longer suitable for
the case of Chinese handwritings [6], [7]. In this paper, we
propose Chinese structure feature(CSF) as algorithm of feature
extraction and combine CSF with extreme learning machine
(ELM) as a new scheme for writer identification.

Fig. 1: Samples of the Chinese and English handwritings

A. Related Work

The process of writer identification consists of three main
parts: preprocessing, feature extraction and identification (or
matching). The feature extraction and matching are the two
major topics in the literature of writer identification.

Given a free style handwritten document, a preprocessing
is often required. Segmentation is an indispensable step in
preprocessing. Some methods have been proposed to segment
characters recently [8], we proposed a method for Chinese
character segmentation based on nonlinear clustering[9].

Handwriting features except CSF feature[10] others such as
texture, edge, contour and character shape have been widely
studied recently. Several researchers [11], [12] proposed to
take the handwriting as an image containing special texture,
and therefore regarded writer identification as the texture iden-
tification. Among them, Zhu [11] adopted 2-D Gabor filtering
to extract the texture features, while Chen et al. [12] used the
Fourier transform. Xu and Ding[13] proposed a histogram-
based feature to identify writer, called grid microstructure
feature which is extracted from the edge image of the scanned
images.

In [10], we propose a method for extracting Chinese struc-
ture features(CSF). Despite good performance, one serious
drawback is that, it only compare one by one sample using
algorithm of Similarity Matching, and it cannot classify multi-
samples to different writer class. Several classifier methods
have been developed to overcome the problem.
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Once discriminant features have been extracted, they are
submitted to a classifier whose task is to identify writer that
they represent. The widely used classifiers at least include
Weighted Euclidean Distance(WED) classifier [2], [11], [12],
Bayesian model,BP neural networks [3], likelihood ranking
[14], SVM[15]. For matching singleton non-sequential fea-
tures such as texture, edge and contour, Weighted Euclidean
Distance (WED) has been shown to be effective by the exper-
iments. In [3], both Bayesian classifiers and neural networks
were used as the classifiers. Imdad [15] use Steered Hermite
Features to identify writer from a written document, and
the algorithm takes Support Vector Machine for training and
testing.

The traditional algorithms for this issue such as back-
propagation (BP) need many iterative steps to calculate the
optimal values of the input weights and the output weights, so
their speeds are very slow in general. ELM [16] is an efficient
and practical learning mechanism for the single-hidden-layer
feed-forward neural networks. ELM[17] can learn the input
weights and the output weights by directly calculating the
Moore−Penrose generalized inverse matrix of the hidden layer
output matrix of the neural network instead of using the
iterative steps. So, it is necessary to perform efficient features
extraction on the one hand, and to take steps to reduce the
training/testing time on the other hand[18]. ELM is an efficient
algorithm which tends to reach the smallest training error,
obtain smallest norm of weights, produce best generalization
performance, and runs faster than the iterative algorithms[19].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II,
we first briefly review algorithms of CSF feature extraction,
ELM is briefly explained in Sect.III. Our proposed scheme in
Sect.IV. We analyze the experimental results in Sect.V. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Sect. VI.

II. CHINESE STRUCTURE FEATURES(CSF)

Features are directly extracted from each single character.
Since the stroke shapes and structures of Chinese characters
are quite different from those of other languages such as
English, where the handwriting characteristics are embedded,
we propose to utilize the stroke shapes and structures for
handwriting identification.

Through a number of experiments, we discover that the
discriminatory handwriting characteristics lie in the two
structures[10]. They are the bounding rectangle and a special
quadrilateral which we call TBLR quadrilateral, as shown in
Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) respectively.

The following nine Chinese Structure features(CSF) are
obtained from the bounding rectangle as shown in Table I. F1:
The ratio of the width to the height of the bounding rectangle
A; F2, F3: The relative horizontal and vertical positions of the
gravity center; F4, F5: The relative horizontal and vertical
gravity centers; F6, F7 : The distance between the gravity
center G1(x1, y1)and the geometric centerG2(x2, y2), and the
slope of the line connecting them; F8: The ratio of the
foreground pixel number to the area of the bounding rectangle;
F9: The stroke width property,where Pt is the binary pixel

Fig. 2: Two special structures of Chinese handwriting
character. (a) Bounding rectangle. (b) TBLR quadrilateral.

TABLE I: CSF feature from the bounding rectangle
ith Eqs. Comments
1 Aw/Ah Aw andAh are the width and height of A.

2
∑Aw

i=1 i×Px(i)∑Aw
i=1 Px(i)

Foreground pixel number i−th verticalPx(i)

3
∑Ah

j=1 j×Py(j)∑Ah
j=1 Py(j)

Foreground pixel number j−th horizontalPy(i)

4 F2/Aw F2 is 2th CSF feature
5 F3/Ah F3 is 3th CSF feature
6 ∥G1−G2∥ Gravity center G1(x1, y1)
7 (y2 − y1)/(x2 − x1) Geometric centerG2(x2, y2)

8
∑Aw

i=1

∑Ah
j=1 ×P (i,j)

Aw×Ah
Foreground pixel number P (i, j)

9
∑Aw

i=1

∑Ah
j=1 ×P (i,j)∑Aw

i=1

∑Ah
j=1 ×Pt(i,j)

Binary pixel after refiningPt(i, j)

after refining the preprocessed image A. Given a structuring
element B = {C,D} consisting of two elements C and D, the
refining operation keeps repeating the hit-or-miss operation,

A~B = (AΘC)− (A⊕ D̂) (1)

until convergence, i.e., the change stops.
Similarly, from the TBLR quadrilateral, we can obtain the

following seven CSF features as shown in Table II. F10 : The
ratio of the area of the top half part Supto the area of the
whole quadrilateral S ; F11 : The ratio of the area of the
left half part Sleft to S ; F12 : The cosine of the angle of
the two diagonal lines,wherea and b are the direction vectors
of the two diagonal lines respectively. TheF10, F11, F12
measure the global spatial structure of the character. F13 : The
ratio of foreground pixel number Pinner within the TBLR
quadrilateral to the total foreground pixel number Ptotal . It

TABLE II: CSF features from the TBLR quadrilateral
ith Eqs. Comments
10 Sup/S Sup is the area of the top half part.
11 Sleft/S Sleft is the area of left half part.
12 cos(a, b) a and b are the direction vectors of diagonal
13 Pinner/Ptotal Foreground pixel number Pinner

14 Pinner/STBLR Area of the TBLR quadrilateral STBLR

15 Pleft/Ptotal Foreground pixel number of left half part Pleft

16 Ptop/Ptotal Foreground pixel number of top half part Ptop
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measures the global degree of stroke aggregation. F14 : The
ratio of the Pinner to the area of the TBLR quadrilateral
STBLR; F15: The ratio of foreground pixel number of the
left half part Pleft within the TBLR quadrilateral to Ptotal;
F16 : The ratio of foreground pixel number of the top half
part Ptop within the TBLR quadrilateral to Ptotal.

Apart from the above sixteen features, we obtain another
four CSF features as follows:
F17 : The number of connected components. This feature

measures the joined-up writing habit. F18 : The number
of hole within the character. F19 : The number of stroke
segments. It can be obtained by deleting all crossing point of a
character, and the number is the total segment number. F20 :
The ratio of the longest stroke segment to the second longest
stroke segment, where the stroke segments are obtained the
same as that of F19 .

III. EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE(ELM)
For N arbitrary distinct samples (Xi, Ti), where Xi =

[xi1, xi2, . . . , xin]
T ∈ Rnand Ti = [ti1, ti2, . . . , tim]T ∈ Rm,

standard SLFN withN̂ hidden neurons and activation function
g(x) are mathematically modeled as follow:

N̂∑
i=1

βig(Wi ·Xj + bi) = Oj , j = 1, 2, ..., N (2)

where Wi = [wi1, wi2, ..., win]
T is the weight vector con-

necting the ith hidden neuron and the input neurons, βi =
[βi1, βi2, ..., βim]T is the weight vector connecting the ith
hidden neuron and the output neurons, and bi is the threshold
of the ith hidden neuron. The numbers of input and output
neurons are represented using n and m respectively. Wi ·Xj

denotes the inner product of Wi and Xj . The output neurons
are chosen linear in this experiment.

The architecture of ELM classifier is shown in Fig.3. In the
training procedure, the SLFN with N̂ hidden neurons with
activation function g(x) can approximate these N samples
with zero error means that

∑N̂
i=1 ∥oj − tj∥ = 0 i.e., there

existβi,Wiand bi such that
N̂∑
i=1

βig(Wi ·Xj + bi) = tj , j = 1, 2, ..., N (3)

The above N equations can be written compactly as:

Hβ = T (4)

where

H(W1, ...,WN̂ , b1, ..., bN̂ , X1, ..., XN )

=

 g(W1 ·X1 + b1) ... g(WN̂ ·X1 + bN̂ )
...

...
...

g(W1 ·XN + b1) ... g(WN̂ ·XN + bN̂ )


N×N̂

(5)

β =

β
T
1
...

βT
N̂


N̂×m

and T =

t
T
1
...
tTN


N×m

(6)

Fig. 3: The structure of Extreme Learning Machine classifier.

H is called the hidden layer output matrix of the neural
network; the ith column of H is the ith hidden neuron’s output
vector with respect to inputs X1, X2, . . . , XN [16].

If the number of hidden neurons is equal to the number of
distinct training samples,i.e.N̂ = N , matrix H is square and
invertible, and SLFN can approximate these training samples
with zero error. However, in most cases the number of hidden
neurons is much less than the number of distinct training
samples, N̂ ≪ N , so H is a non square matrix and there
may not exist Wi, bi, βi(i = 1, . . . , N̂) such that Hβ = T .
Thus, one may need to find specific Ŵi, b̂i, β̂i(i = 1, . . . , N)
such that

∥H(Ŵ1, . . . , ŴN̂ , b̂1, . . . , b̂N̂ )β̂ − T∥
= min

Wi,bi,βi

∥H(W1, . . . ,WN̂ , b1, . . . , bN̂ )β − T∥ (7)

the smallest norm least squares solution of the above linear
system is:

β̂ = H†T (8)

Algorithm ELM: Given a training set ℵ =
(xi, ti)|xi ∈ Rn, ti ∈ Rm, i = 1, . . . , N, activation function
g(x) and hidden neuron number N̂ ,

Step 1: Assign arbitrary input weight wi and bias bi, i =
1, . . . , N̂

Step 2: Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H.
Step 3: Calculate the output weight β̂ by Eqs.(8),
where H and T are defined as Eqs. (5) and (6).

IV. OUR SCHEME

Some of the results in this paper were first presented
in [10]. In this paper, we present more technique details
effectiveness of CSF/ELM approach. Fig.4 demonstrate the
flowchart of the proposed approach. There are three main steps
for Chinese handwritten writer identification. The first step is
handwritten image preprocessing, which removes noises and
normalizes the images into the same size. The second step is
feature extraction, which finds effective representation of the
difference of writers in handwritten. Instead of using complex
feature extraction methods, we propose Chinese structure
features(CSF) for feature extraction. The last step is to apply
ELM learning method to classify different writers.
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Fig. 4: The flowchart of the proposed approach.

For example, the entire process of CSF/ELM-based hand-
written writer recognition is as follows:

• Step 1: The appropriate training strategy based on the
selected training set, we randomly selected from a hand-
written database as part of the training set TrainSet =
Si, i = 1, ..., N, where N is the total of training samples,
and the remaining samples as the test set;

• Step 2: Image pre-processing for training set, through the
noise removal and standardization;

• Step 3: CSF feature extraction method to extract the
optimal recognition feature vector, 20 features are ex-
tracted from structures of Bounding Box and TBLR
quadrilateral;

• Step 4: ELM train phase, using Algorithm ELM and Eqs.
(5)(6)(9), set the input weight parameters arbitrary wi

and bias bi,i = 1, . . . , N̂ randomly, get the hidden layer
output matrix H and the output weight β, the model of
training has been trained, the training process is complete;

• Step 5: ELM test phase. Testing the model parameters
obtained from the training model, and then we can obtain
the actual output through the test image by the Eqs. (3),
to identify the writer.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Handwritten Database

To test the performance of the proposed method in the
writer identification, we do some experiments over 2 Chinese
handwritten databases: SYSU [10] and KAIST Hanja1 [20].
Among them, SYSU database which was generated and col-
lected by ourselves as follows, 245 volunteers were asked to
sign his (or her) name and one of the others names twice,
and a correction of 950 Chinese characters are obtained. The
KAIST Hanja1 database contains 783 frequently used Chinese
characters, where each character consisting of 200 samples

written by 200 writers respectively. Fig.5 and Fig.6 shows
some samples of the databases.

Fig. 5: Examples of the HanjaDB1 database.

Fig. 6: Examples of the SYSU database.

B. Comparative results

In experiment, because the features may have large differ-
ences in value, in order to avoid large values of features to
submerge the contributions of the small value of features, all
samples were normalized between 0 and 1 before sending to
the learning algorithms as input.

We compare the proposed method with three well-known
methods including the methods in[11], [12], [13]. Each of the
compared methods is well-adjusted/trained to generate the best
results. Both the recognition accuracy of writer identification
and average time cost are reported and compared.

Furthermore, learning method is also an important problem.
We used learning methods(ELM,BP[3],SVM[15]) for testing,
and the average training time and the average test time is
calculated. The cost time of the experiments is shown in table
III. From the table, we can see that SVM[15] and BP[3]
training times are relative much more than the ELM training
time,the average total time of ELM, SVM, BP are 1.3001,
31.395, 34.801 seconds respectively. Therefore, the method of
ELM has the highest speed.
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TABLE III: Time cost (seconds) of different learning
methods

Average Average Average
Method training time test time total time
ELM 1.412 0.0312 1.3001
SVM[15] 32.05 0.063 31.395
BP[3] 36.37 0.382 34.801

Finally, we compare our scheme with approaches [11],
[12], [13]in the Chinese handwritten database Hanja and
SYSU. These approaches use different features and classifiers.
method[11] using Gabor feature and WED classifier, GMSF
method[13] using GMSF feature and Weighted Chi-square,
and Fourier feature and Mathematical expectations classifier
are for method[12]. In the comparison, Table IV gives the
Top-1, Top-5, Top-10 and Top-20 recognition accuracies of
the four methods. We show the recognition accuracies of the
algorithms on the handwritten database in Table IV. From the
table, we can see the accuracies of our method are higher
than the others. The lowest accuracy of method[12] is 42.7%,
and our method has the similar accuracy of method[13]. It
is obvious that our method is more effective for identifying
writer in Chinese handwriting.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we list some results of the literatures. Gabor
and wavelet features[11] used in the traditional methods of
Chinese writer identification are affected greatly by the nor-
malization and the arrangement of characters in texture blocks.
Differently, CSF feature uses original handwriting images and
tries to find out the writing structure of the writer in local
regions. The ELM is a classifier used to train a single hidden
layer neural network. From the experimental results. We can
see that, Table IV includes the performance of our method
and some other methods for Chinese writer identification.
The recognition accuracy of our method using the CSF/ELM
seems better than the existing methods for Chinese writer
identification. compared with traditional learning algorithm,
ELM has faster speed, better generalization performances. The
effectiveness of CSF/ELM for Chinese writer identification is
proved by the experiments.

It is expectable that our approach can be used for multilin-
gual handwriting including western handwritings and arabic
number.
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Abstract—Signature verification (SV) systems authenticate in-
dividuals, based on their handwritten signatures. The standard
approach for such systems employ feature representations (FR),
where features are extracted from the signature signals and
classifiers are designed in the feature space. Performance of
FR-based systems is limited by the quality of employed feature
representations and the quantity of training data. The dissim-
ilarity representation (DR) approach is recently introduced to
pattern recognition community, where proximity among patterns
constitute the classification space. Similar concept has been
applied by forensic Questioned Document Examination (QDE)
experts, where proximity between questioned signatures and a
set of templates lead to the authentication decision. Recently,
few automatic SV systems are proposed to simulate the QDE
approach, by employing DR-based pattern recognition methods.
In this paper, we explore different scenarios for employing
the DR approach for replacing and/or enhancing the standard
SV systems. A general framework for designing FR/DR based
systems is proposed, that might guide the signature processing
research direction to new areas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signature Verification (SV) systems verify that a signature
sample belongs to a specific writer. Signature signals can be
acquired either online or offline. For online systems, signature
dynamics such as velocity, pressure, stroke order, etc., are
acquired during the signing process. Special pens and tablets
are employed for the online acquisition task. On the other
hand, for offline systems, signature images are scanned, after
the signing process. Only static information are extracted from
the signature images, producing a harder pattern recognition
problem [1].

Standard SV systems employ feature-based pattern recog-
nition approaches. Discriminative features are extracted from
the signature signals, so that each signature is represented
as a vector in the Feature Representation (FR) space. The
classifiers are then designed in the feature space. Simply,
accuracy of such systems relies on to which extend the
employed feature representation is discriminative and stable.
Signature representations of different users may have high
similarities, when features are not discriminative enough. Also,
representations of the same writer may differ significantly,
when features are not stable. Besides quality of features,
enough training data is required to design reliable classifiers
in the feature space. The training samples should represent a
wide range of genuine signatures and possible forgeries, for

all system users. For real world applications, e.g., banking
systems, the number of users could be very high and there
is a high risk of forgery. The enrolling signature samples,
available for designing such systems, are mostly few and no
samples of forgeries are available. With these limitations, it
is a challenge to extract informative feature representations
and to design feature-based classifiers, that absorb the intra-
personal variabilities while detecting both the forgeries and
the inter-personal similarities.

The Dissimilarity Representation (DR) approach for pattern
recognition is recently introduced, by Elzbieta Pekalska and
Robert P.W. Duin., [2]. The rational behind this concept is that
modeling the proximity between objects may be more tractable
than modeling the objects themselves. To this end, dissimi-
larity measures are computed and considered as features for
classification. The dissimilarity measures can be derived in
many ways, e.g. from raw (sensor) measurements, histograms,
strings or graphs. However, it can also be build on top of a
feature representation [3].

In the field of forensic science, similar concept has been
applied by the Questioned Document Examination (QDE)
experts. A questioned handwritten sample is associated to a
specific writer, if it is similar to a set of reference templates
of his handwritings. Degree of similarity is determined by
comparing a set of graphonomic features, extracted from both
the questioned and template samples.

Recently, some automatic SV systems are proposed to
simulate the QDE approach [4]-[7]. Distances between intra-
personal training samples are computed and used as intra-class
samples. Similarly, distances between inter-personal training
samples are computed and used as inter-class samples. The
produced distance samples are used to train a single two-class
classifier, that distinguishes between intra-class and inter-class
distances.

The DR approach, besides it enabled automating the foren-
sic expert manual tasks, it alleviates some of the limitations
of the FR-based design approach. First, a distance sample
is generated for every pair of the original training samples,
so it results in a much higher number of samples. This
property alleviates the shortage of training data required to
model the signatures. Second, dissimilarities between signa-
ture signals maybe more discriminative and stable than the
feature representations. This is why the QDE experts build
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their decisions on the dissimilarity between questioned and
template samples, and not on the absolute measurements of the
questioned sample. Finally, the DR-approach could be applied
to develop global classifiers, that are valid for all current and
future users. This concept is known as Writer-Independent
(WI) systems, developed by Siteargur N. Srihari et al., [8],
and Santos and Sabourin et al., [4]. Instead of building a
single writer-dependent (WD) classifier for each user using
his enrolling signatures, a single global classifier is designed
by learning the dissimilarities between signatures of all users.
The rational behind the WI approach is: while it is impossible
to model a feature-based class distribution that is valid for
current and future users, the statistical models for inter-sample
distances are generic and can be generalized for users whose
signature samples are not used for training.

In this paper, we argue that the DR approach can be
applied in different scenarios, in order to design more ro-
bust classifiers. It can enable the design of new family of
classification systems, such as global and hybrid global/user-
specific classifiers. Also, the DR approach can be employed,
as an intermediate design tool, for enhanced performance of
standard feature-based systems.

In the next section, the DR approach is illustrated, and
a general framework for designing FR/DR based systems is
proposed. Section III surveys the existing implementations of
the DR approach to the offline signature classification area, and
relates them to the proposed framework. Section IV discusses
possible directions and areas where the DR approach can be
applied.

II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR DISSIMILARITY-BASED
CLASSIFICATION

Although the DR is a general approach, where dissimilarity
measures can be derived directly from patterns, e.g., raw (sen-
sor) measurements, graphs, etc., we discuss here a special case
where the DR is build on top of a feature representation (FR).
This approach is suitable for the offline signature classification
task, as many techniques of feature extraction are already
proposed [1].

Figure 1 illustrates a DR constituted on top of a FR. Assume
a system is designed for M different users, where for any
user m there are R prototypes (templates) {pmr}Rr=1. Also,
a user n provides a set of J questioned signature images
{Qnj}Jj=1. The dissimilarity between a questioned sample
Qnj and a prototype pmr is DQnjpmr . In case that questioned
and prototype samples belong to the same person, i.e., n = m,
the dissimilarity sample is an intra-personal sample (black
cells in Figure 1). On the other hand, if questioned and
prototype samples belong to different persons, i.e., n 6= m,
then the dissimilarity sample is an inter-personal sample (white
cells in Figure 1).

Perfect dissimilarity representation implies that all of the
intra-class distances have zero values, while all of the inter-
class distances have large values. This occurs when the em-
ployed dissimilarity measure absorbs all of the intra-class
variabilities, and detects all of the inter-class similarities.

δ f Q11pnr
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a Dissimilarity Representation (DR) built on top of
a feature representation: black and white cells represent intra-personal and
inter-personal dissimilarities, respectively. The third dimension represents the
Feature Dissimilarity (FD) space, where dissimilarities between prototype
and query signatures are measured by the distance between their feature
representations. The dissimilarity cells may produce a simple dissimilarity
matrix or a Dissimilarity (D) space, where distances to prototypes constitute
the space dimensions. Values of FD-space vector elements control the value
of corresponding dissimilarity cell.

To design a reliable classifier that works in a DR space,
it is not mandatory to achieve a perfect representation, but
only a discriminative one. The degree of ease to design a
reliable classifier depends on the discriminative power of the
representation. Accordingly, it is more important to carefully
design the DR, then the classifier design comes in a next step.

In case of the DR is build on top of a FR, quality of the
resulting DR relies on the quality of features that constitute
the FR, and on the applied dissimilarity measure. For instance,
assume the feature representations FQnj = {fQnj

k }Kk=1 and
F pmr = {fpmr

k }Kk=1, are extracted from the query sample Qnj

(from user n) and a prototype pmr (of user m), respectively.
Also, consider the Euclidean distance δQnjpmr as a measure
of dissimilarity:

δQnjpmr =

√√√√ K∑
k=1

(δfk)2, where δfk = ‖fQnj

k − fpmr

k ‖ (1)

It is obvious that, the overall distance between feature
representations of the two samples is controlled by the in-
dividual feature components, and on the reference prototypes.
Accordingly, features and prototypes should be properly se-
lected, in order to minimize the intra-personal dissimilarities
and to maximize the inter-personal dissimilarities. Moreover,
dissimilarity measures other than the Euclidean distance can
be investigated for better dissimilarity representations.

After designing a discriminative representation, classifiers
can be designed in the resulting space. Different forms of
dissimilarity representation spaces can be employed. More
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Fig. 2. General framework for designing classification systems based on the Dissimilarity Representation (DR) approach: Block 1–full FD-space-full D-space,
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specifically, three different forms of dissimilarity representa-
tions (DR) can be constituted:

• Dissimilarity matrix: the matrix of all distances, where
a row Dnj represents distances between a query j that
belongs to a specific user n, with respect to the prototypes
of all users:

Dnj = {δQnjp11 , .., δQnjpmr , .., δQnjpMR}. (2)

where m ∈ [1,M ] and r ∈ [1, R].
• Dissimilarity space (D-Space): the dissimilarity matrix is

projected on a space, where each row of the matrix is
represented as a vector Dnj in this space. By other words,
each dimension of the D-space is the distance to a specific
prototype.

• Feature-Dissimilarity space (FD-Space): the dissimilarity
matrix is embedded in an Euclidean space, where di-
mensions of this space are the dissimilarities of feature
values. In the FD-space, a vector dQnjpmr , has same
dimensionality as that of the original feature space, where
dQnjpmr = {δfQnjpmr

k }Kk=1. The length of a vector
dQnjpmr is equivalent to δQnjpmr , given by Eq. 1.

We argue that, classifiers can be designed in any of the
aforementioned dissimilarity representation spaces. Moreover,
the different tasks for feature selection, prototype selection,
and classifiers design, can be done in different spaces, when-
ever translation between spaces is possible. This strategy
permits applying a massive number of pattern recognition
techniques, with multiple combinations of space transitions.
We propose that new techniques for pattern recognition might

be developed based on this strategy. In this context, the DR
approach is employed either as a tool for enhancing the
standard FR-based systems (for feature/prototype selection),
or to design reliable dissimilarity-based classification systems
(when classifiers are designed in a DR space).

Figure 2 illustrates a general framework for designing
classification systems based on the DR approach. The standard
approach is to extract feature representations from the training
samples, and design classifiers in the feature space (path A in
the Figure). However, the DR approach can be employed in
different scenarios for either build new family of classifiers in
DR-based spaces, or to enhance the performance of standard
feature-based classifiers. More specifically, dissimilarities can
be computed on top of a feature representation, and are used
to constitute different types dissimilarity representations (DR),
e.g., dissimilarity matrix, D-space, or FD-space (path B). The
resulting representation could be constituted on top of a huge
number of feature extractions, and based on large number of
prototypes. The intra-personal (black cells) and inter-personal
(white cells) dissimilarities, should be discriminative enough
in order to design a DR-based classifier (path C). In case that
the DR is not enough informative, feature selection and/or
prototype selection can be applied for enhanced representation.
For instance, feature selection can be employed in a FD-space
(path D). In literature, there are many methodologies of feature
selection that can be applied to select the most discriminative
and stable features. The resulting DR is constituted on top of
a sparser feature representation, however, redundancy in pro-
totypes may exist (block 2). A classifier can be then designed
in the resulting space (path E), or a prototype selection step is
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done (path F) producing a more compact representation (block
4). Surely, classifiers designed in the sparse and compact repre-
sentation, are lighter and more accurate (path G). Also, order
of the feature/prototype selection processes can be reversed
(see the bottom part of the Figure). It is obvious that, it is more
logical to run the feature selection process in the FD-space,
however, the D-space is more suitable for prototype selection
task. The classifier design process can be implemented based
on different DR (dissimilarity matrix, D-space, or FD-space).

Besides that the DR approach can be employed to design
dissimilarity-based classifiers, it can be considered as an
intermediate tool for building reliable feature-based classi-
fiers. Good features and/or prototypes can be selected in a
dissimilarity-based space, then the representation is translated
back to a sparser and more informative feature space (dotted
paths, like path H-I). On contrary, FR-based classifiers can
be designed and they are considered as an intermediate tool,
to design reliable DR-based classifiers. In such case, multi-
classifier systems can be designed, where FR-based classifiers
are used to produce the dissimilarity measures, that are needed
to build the DR (path P).

III. CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS TO OFFLINE SIGNATURE
SYSTEMS

The first application of the dissimilarity learning to bio-
metrics, and more specifically, to the behavioral handwrit-
ten biometrics is proposed by Jain, A.K. et al., [10]. The
dissimilarity between handwritten digits is measured by the
amount of deformation required to restore a query sample to
its stored prototype. This approach is extended to the author
identification problem by Cha and Srihari [11], where distance
statistics are used for classification. Later, similar concept is
applied to the handwritten signature images. Here we list and
categorize some of these implementations, and relate them to
the proposed framework for DR-based classification shown in
Figure 2.

A. Writer-Dependent Systems

The Writer-Dependent (WD) approach seeks to build a
single classifier for each user based on his enrolling signatures.
The DR concept is first introduced to design WD-SV systems,
by Siteargur N. Srihari et al., [8]. Correlation between high
dimensional (1024-bits) binary feature vectors, is employed as
a dissimilarity measure. For a specific user, distances among
every pair of his training samples, are determined to represent
the intra-class samples. Also, distances between samples of the
specific user and some forgeries are computed to represent the
inter-class samples. The authors tried different classification
strategies: one-class, two-class, discriminative, and generative
classifiers. This implementation is a realization of the path
B-C in Figure 2, where classifiers are designed based on the
statistics of the dissimilarity matrix.

Later, Batista et al., [13] applied the dissimilarity learn-
ing concept to produce reliable WD-SV systems. A feature-
based one-class classifier is built by producing user-specific
generative models using Hidden Markov models (HMMs).

To increase the system accuracy, a two-class discriminative
model is build in DR space. The HMMs models are considered
as prototypes, and samples are projected to a D-space by
considering the likehood to each HMM generative model as
a similarity measure. SVM classifies are then designed in
the produced D-space. This implementation is a realization
of the path APC in Figure 2. Also, the authors employed
the AdaBoost method for classifier design in the D-space.
This later implementation achieves prototype selection, while
building the classifier, which is a realization of the path APQR
in the Figure.

B. Writer-Independent Systems

Instead of building a single writer-dependent (WD) clas-
sifier for each user using his enrolling signatures, a single
writer-independent (WI) classifier is designed by learning the
dissimilarities between signatures of all users. This concept is
impossible to realize by means of the standard FR approach.
However, it is possible to model the class distributions of
intra-class and inter-class dissimilarities, by employing the
DR approach. A single ”global” classifier can be designed
to model, or to discriminate between, these classes. If a
huge number of samples are used to build the global DR-
based classifier, it is statistically valid that the resulting model
generalizes for users whose samples are not included in the
training set.

The WI concept is proposed by Siteargur N. Srihari et al.,
[8], and Santos and Sabourin et al., [4]. While the first group
used the correlation between binary features as a distance
measure, the second group employed the Euclidean distance
between graphometric feature vectors. This implementation is
a realization of the path BC in Figure 2, where the classifiers
are designed in the FD-space. Improved implementation of
this concept is proposed where different dissimilarity spaces
are generated based on different feature representations, and
classification decisions taken in each space are fused to pro-
duce the final decision [5], [6]. This scenario can be considered
as generation of different instances for path BC, and fusion is
done in the score or decision levels.

More recently, Rivard et al., [7] extended the idea to
perform multiple feature extraction and selection. In this work,
information fusion is also performed at the feature level.
Multiple graphometric features are extracted based on multiple
size grids. Then, the features are fused and pairwise distances
between corresponding features are computed to constitute
a high dimensional feature-dissimilarity space, where each
dimension represents dissimilarity of a single feature. This
complex representation is then simplified by applying the
boosting feature selection approach (BFS) [12]. A sparser and
more discriminative FD-space is produced by applying BFS
with multi-feature extraction. This scenario can be considered
as realization of path BDE in Figure 2. As the resulting WI
classifier recognizes all users, even the users who are enrolled
after the design phase, so the feature representation embedded
in the WI classifier is considered as a global ”population-
based” representation.
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C. Adaptation of Writer-Independent Systems

Recently, some work is done to combine advantages of both
WI and WD approaches. Eskander et al., [14] extends on the
system in [7] by adapting the population-based representation
to each specific user, with the aim of reducing the classification
complexity. While the first WI stage is designed in a FD-
space, the following WD stage is designed in a standard
feature space. Accordingly, the final WD classifier is FR-based
classifier, that avoids storing reference signatures for enhanced
security. Simulation results on two real-world offline signature
databases (the Brazilian DB and GPDS public DB) confirm the
feasibility and robustness of the proposed approach. Only a
single compact classifier produced similar level of accuracy
(Average Error Rate of about 5.38% and 13.96% for the
Brazilian and the GPDS databases, respectively) as complex
WI and WD systems in literature. This scenario is a realization
of path BDHI in Figure 2.

IV. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The aforementioned implementations represent a subset of
large number of possible FR/DR combinations. Future re-
search may investigate the unvisited scenarios of the proposed
framework. For instance, combinations of global/user-specific,
generative/discriminative, one-class/two-class systems can be
designed. Also, all of the tasks for feature selection, prototype
selection, classifier design, etc., can be employed in either
feature space, dissimilarity matrix, FD-space, and D-space.
Selection of the working space for each step, should depend on
the specific requirements and constraints of the design problem
and on the application itself. For example, in [14], features are
selected in a FD-space as that provides a way to select reliable
feature representations. Then, the classifiers are designed in a
standard feature space, to avoid the need for storing signature
templates for verification. Besides the large number of possible
combinations and translations between the different spaces,
there is also a wide range of pattern recognition techniques
and tools that can be tested with the proposed framework. This
includes different methods for feature extraction and selection,
prototype selection, classifiers, etc.

From the application perspective, the proposed framework
can be utilized for other applications, rather than the standard
SV systems. For example, the Signature Identification (SI)
systems that identify a producer of a signature sample, can be
designed based on the DR-approach. Prototypes of all system
users can be considered to build a classification D-space.
Another example of systems, that imply a challenging design
problem, is the signature-based bio-cryptographic systems. In
these systems, cryptographic keys of encryption and digital
signatures, are secured by means of handwritten signatures. It
is a challenging to select informative features, signature proto-
type, and system parameters, for encoding reliable signature-
based bio-cryptographic systems, based on the standard FR
approach. Instead, recently, we proposed a methodology to
design such systems, by means of the DR approach [15].
Features are selected in the FD-space and prototypes are
selected in the D-space. Some of the system parameters such

as length of the cryptographic key, are optimized in the
different spaces.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the dissimilarity approach for pattern recog-
nition is considered to design signature verification (SV)
systems. A general framework is proposed, for designing
classification system based on a mixture of feature and dis-
similarity representations. This framework imparts additional
flexibility to the pattern recognition (PR) area. Combinations
of transitions between different feature and dissimilarity spaces
are suggested. Some of the existing implementations to the SV
problem, are surveyed and related to the proposed framework.
There are, however, a wide range of methodologies and
applications that might benefit from the proposed approach,
that opens a door for new research directions.
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Abstract—Signature identification and verification are of great 

importance in authentication systems. The purpose of this 

paper is to introduce an experimental contribution in the 

direction of multi-script off-line signature identification and 

verification using a novel technique involving off-line English, 

Hindi (Devnagari) and Bangla (Bengali) signatures. In the first 

evaluation stage of the proposed signature verification 

technique, the performance of a multi-script off-line signature 

verification system, considering a joint dataset of English, 

Hindi and Bangla signatures, was investigated. In the second 

stage of experimentation, multi-script signatures were 

identified based on the script type, and  subsequently the 

verification task was explored separately for English, Hindi 

and Bangla signatures based on the identified script result. The 

gradient and chain code features were employed, and Support 

Vector Machines (SVMs) along with the Modified Quadratic 

Discriminate Function (MQDF) were considered in this 

scheme. From the experimental results achieved, it is noted 

that the verification accuracy obtained in the second stage of 

experiments (where a signature script identification method 

was introduced) is better than the verification accuracy 

produced following the first stage of experiments. 

Experimental results indicated that an average error rate of 

20.80% and 16.40% were obtained for two different types of 

verification experiments. 

Keywords—Biometrics; off-line signature verification; multi-

script signature identification. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics are the most widely used approaches for 

personal identification and verification. Among all of the 

biometric authentication systems, handwritten signatures, a 

pure behavioral biometric, have been accepted as an official 

means to verify personal identity for legal purposes on such 

documents as cheques, credit cards and wills [1]. 

In general, automated signature verification is divided into 

two broad categories: static (off-line) methods and dynamic 

(on-line) methods [2], depending on the mode of 

handwritten signature acquisition. If both the spatial as well 

as temporal information regarding signatures are available 

to the systems, verification is performed using on-line [3] 

data. In the case where temporal information is not available 

and the system can only utilize spatial information gleaned 

through scanned or even camera-captured documents, 

verification is performed on off-line data [4]. 

Considerable research has previously been undertaken in 

the area of signature verification, particularly involving 

single-script signatures. On the other hand, less attention has 

been devoted to the task of multi-script signature 

verification. Very few published papers involving multi-

script signatures, including non-English signatures, have 

been communicated in the field of signature verification.  

Pal et al. [5] introduced a signature verification system 

employing Hindi Signatures. The direction of the paper was 

to present an investigation of the performance of a signature 

verification system involving Hindi off-line signatures. In 

that study, two important features such as: gradient feature, 

Zernike moment feature and SVM classifiers were 

employed. Encouraging results were obtained in this 

investigation. In a different contribution by Pal et al. [6], a 

multi-script off-line signature identification technique was 

proposed. In that report, the signatures involving Bangla 

(Bengali), Hindi (Devnagari) and English were considered 

for the signature script identification process. A multi-script 

off-line signature identification and verification approach, 

involving English and Hindi signatures, was presented by 

Pal et al. [7]. In that paper, the multi-script signatures were 

identified first on the basis of signature script type, and 

afterward, verification experiments were conducted based 

on the identified script result.  

Development of a general multi-script signature 

verification system, which can verify signatures of all 

scripts, is very complicated. The verification accuracy in 

such multi-script signature environments will not be as 

successful when compared to single script signature 

verification [10]. To achieve the necessary accuracy for 

multi-script signature verification, it is important to identify 

signatures based on the type of script and then use an 

individual single script signature verification system for the 

identified script [10]. Based on this observation, in the 

proposed system, the signatures of three different scripts are 

separated to feed into the individual signature verification 

system.  On the other hand to get a comparative idea, multi-

script signature verification results on a joint English, Hindi 

and Bangla dataset, without using any script identification, 

is also investigated.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 

multi-script signature verification concept is described in 

Section II.  Section III introduces the notable properties of 

Hindi and Bangla script. The Hindi, Bangla and English 

signature database used for the current research is described 

in Section IV. Section V briefly presents the feature 

extraction techniques employed in this work. The classifier 

details are described in Section VI. The experimental 
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settings are presented in Section VII. Results and a 

discussion are provided in Section VIII. Finally, conclusions 

and future work are discussed in Section IX.  

II. MULTI-SCRIPT SIGNATURE VERIFICATION CONCEPT 

When a country deals with two or more scripts and 

languages for reading and writing purposes, it is known as a 

multi-script and multi-lingual country. In India, there are 

officially 23 (Indian constitution accepted) languages and 11 

different scripts.  

In such a multi-script and multi-lingual country like 

India, languages are not only used for writing/reading 

purposes but also applied for reasons pertaining to signing 

and signatures. In such an environment in India, the 

signatures of an individual with more than one language 

(regional language and international language) are 

essentially needed in official transactions (e.g. in passport 

application forms, examination question papers, money 

order forms, bank account application forms etc.). To deal 

with these situations, signature verification techniques 

employing single-script signatures are not sufficient for 

consideration. Therefore in a multi-script and multi-lingual 

scenario, signature verification methods considering more 

than one script are necessarily required.  

Towards this direction of verification, the contribution of 

this paper is twofold: First, multi-script signature 

verification considering joint datasets as shown in Figure 1, 

the second is identification of signatures based on script, 

and subsequent verification for English, Hindi and Bangla 

signatures based on the identified script result. A diagram of 

this second verification mode is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of signature verification considering a joint dataset. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Diagram of multi-script signature identification  

and verification based on English, Hindi and Bangla signatures. 

III. PROPERTIES OF HINDI AND BANGLA SCRIPT 

Most of the Indian scripts including Bangla and Devanagari 

have originated from ancient Brahmi script through various 

transformations and evolution [8].  Bangla and Devanagari 

are the two most accepted scripts in India. In both scripts, 

the writing style is from left to right and there is no concept 

of upper/lower case. These scripts have a complex 

composition of their constituent symbols. The scripts are 

recognizable by a distinctive horizontal line called the ‘head 

line’ that runs along the top of full letters, and it links all the 

letters together in a word.  Both scripts have about fifty 

basic characters including vowels and consonants.  

IV. DATABASE USED FOR  EXPERIMENTATION 

A. Hindi and Bangla Signature Database 

As there has been no public signature corpus available for 
Hindi and Bangla script, it was necessary to create a database 
of Hindi and Bangla signatures. The Hindi and Bangla 
signature databases used for experimentation consisted of 50 
sets per script type. Each set consists of 24 genuine 
signatures and 30 skilled forgeries. Some genuine signature 
samples of Hindi and Bangla, with their corresponding 
forgeries, are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

B. GPDS English Database 

Another database, consisting of 50 sets from GPDS-160 [9], 

was also utilised for these experiments. Each signature set 

of this corpus consists of 24 genuine signatures and 30 

simple forgeries. The reason 50 sets were used from the 

GPDS on this occasion, is due to the fact that the Bangla 

and Hindi datasets described previously were comprised of 

50 sets each, and it was considered important to have 

equivalent signature numbers for experimentation. 

TABLE 1. SAMPLES OF HINDI GENUINE AND FORGED SIGNATURES 

Genuine Signatures Forged signatures 

  

  

TABLE 2. SAMPLES OF BANGLA GENUINE AND FORGED SIGNATURES 

Genuine Signatures Forged signatures 

  

  

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION  

Feature extraction is a crucial step in any pattern 

recognition system. Two different types of feature 

extraction techniques such as: gradient feature extraction 

and the chain code feature are considered here.  

Multi-script off-line Signatures (Signatures 

of English, Hindi and Bangla) 

Verification based on Multi-script Signatures 

Accuracy of Verification  

Multi-script Signatures  

(English, Hindi and Bangla) 

Signature Script Identification 

Signatures of 
English Script 

 

Signatures of 

Bangla Script 

English 

Signature 

Verification 

 

Bangla 

Signature 

Verification 

Signatures of 
Hindi Script 

 

Hindi 

Signature 

Verification 
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A. Computation of 576-dimensional gradient Features 

576-dimensional gradient features were extracted for this 

research and experimentation, which are described in paper 

[7]. 

B. 64-Dimensional Chain Code Feature Extraction 

The 64-dimensional Chain Code feature is determined as 

follows. In order to compute the contour points of a two-

tone image, a 3 x 3 window is considered surrounding the 

object point. If any one of the four neighbouring points (as 

shown in Fig. 3 (a)) is a background point, then this object 

point (P) is considered as a contour point. Otherwise it is a 

non-contour point.  

The bounding box (minimum rectangle containing the 

character) of an input character is then divided into 7 x 7 

blocks. In each of these blocks, the direction chain code for 

each contour point is noted and the frequency of the 

direction codes is computed. Here, the chain code of four 

directions only [directions 1 (horizontal), 2 (45 degree 

slanted), 3 (vertical) and 4 (135 degree slanted)] is used. 

Four chain code directions are shown in Fig. 3 (b). It is 

assumed that the chain code of directions 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 

and 7, 4 and 8, are the same. Thus, in each block, an array is 

obtained of four integer values representing the frequencies, 

and those frequency values are used as features. Thus, for 7 

x 7 blocks, 7 x 7 x 4= 196 features are obtained. To reduce 

the feature dimensions, after the histogram calculation into 7 

x 7 blocks, the blocks are down-sampled with a Gaussian 

filter into 4 x 4 blocks. As a result, 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 features 

are obtained for recognition. To normalize the features, a 

maximum value of the histograms from all the blocks, is 

computed. Each of the above features is divided by this 

maximum value to obtain the feature values between 0 and 

1. 

                   
                                 (a)                               (b) 

Figure 3. Eight neighbours (a) For a point P and its neighbours (b) For a 

point P the direction codes for its eight neighbouring points. 

VI. CLASSIFIER DETAILS 

Based on these features, Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) and the Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function 

(MQDF) are applied as the classifiers for the experiments.  

A. SVM  Classifier 

 For this experiment, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classifier is used. The SVM is originally defined for two-
class problems and it looks for the optimal hyper plane, 
which maximizes the distance and the margin, between the 
nearest examples of both classes, named support vectors 
(SVs). Given a training database of M data: {xm| m=1,..., M}, 
the linear SVM classifier is then defined as: 

bxxxf j

j

j )(

 
where {xj} are the set of support vectors and the parameters 

j and b have been determined by solving a quadratic 

problem [11]. The linear SVM can be extended to various 

non-linear variants; details can be found in [11, 12]. In these 

proposed experiments, the Gaussian kernel SVM 

outperformed other non-linear SVM kernels, hence 

identification/verification results based on the Gaussian 

kernel are reported only.  

B. MQDF Classifier 

The Modified Quadratic Discriminant Function is defined as 

follows [13]. 
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where X is the feature vector of an input character; M is a 

mean vector of samples;   
  is the i

th
 eigen vector of the 

sample covariance matrix;     is the i
th

 eigen value of the 

sample covariance matrix; k is the number of eigen values 

considered here; n is the feature size;    is the initial 

estimation of a variance; N is the number of learning 

samples; and N0 is a confidence constant for s and N0 is 

considered as 3N/7 for experimentation. All the eigen values 

and their respective eigen vectors are not used for 

classification. Here, the eigen values are stored in 

descending order and the first 60 (k=60) eigen values and 

their respective eigen vectors are used for classification. 

Compromising on trade-off between accuracy and 

computation time, k was determined as 60. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 

A. Settings for Verification used in 1
st
 Stage of Experiments 

The skilled forgeries were not considered for training 

purposes. For experimentation, random signatures were 

considered for training purposes. For each signature set, an 

SVM was trained with 12 randomly chosen genuine 

signatures. The negative samples for training (random 

signatures) were the genuine signatures of 149 other 

signature sets. Two signatures were taken from each set. In 

total, there were 149x2=298 random signatures employed 

for training. For testing, the remaining 12 genuine 

signatures and 30 skilled forgeries of the signature set being 

considered were employed. The number of samples for 

training and testing for these experiments are shown in 

Table 3. 
Table 3. No. of Signatures used per set in 1st Phase of Verification 

 
Genuine 

Signature 

Random 

Signatures 

Skilled 

Forgeries 

Training 12 298 n/a 

Testing 12 n/a 30 
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B. Settings for Verification used in 2
nd

 Stage of Experiments 

1)  Settings for Signature Script Identification 

150 sets of signatures (50 sets of English, 50 sets of Hindi 

and 50 sets of Bangla) were used for signature script 

identification. 30 sets of signatures from each script were 

considered for training, and the remaining 20 sets were 

considered for testing purposes. The number of samples for 

training and testing used in experimentation of the 

identification approach are shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 4. SIGNATURE SAMPLES USED FOR SCRIPT IDENTIFICATION PHASE. 

 

2) Settings for Signature Verification after Signature Script 

Identification 

The verification task in the second stage was explored 

separately for English signatures, Hindi signatures and 

Bangla signatures based on the identified script result. 

Signature samples (30 sets from each script) that were 

considered for training purposes in signature script 

identification were not used for the individual verification 

task.  Only the correctly identified samples from 20 sets 

(used for the testing part in identification) were considered 

for verification. For each signature set, an SVM was trained 

with 12 genuine signatures. The negative samples for 

training were 95 (19x5) genuine signatures of 19 other 

signature sets.  

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental Results 

1) First Verification Experiments 

In this stage of experimentation, 8100 (150x54) signatures 

involving English, Hindi and Bangla scripts were employed 

for training and testing purposes. At this operational point, 

the SVMs produced an AER of 20.80%, and an encouraging 

accuracy of 79.20% was achieved in this first mode of 

verification.  

2) Second Verification Experiments 

In this stage of verification the signatures are identified 

based on their script and subsequently, the identified 

signatures are applied separately for verification. In the 

signature script identification stage, only 64-dimensional 

chain code features were used because a slightly better 

accuracy was obtained when compared to the gradient 

feature. The MQDF classifier was also taken into account in 

the script identification step applying chain code features for 

a better accuracy, but MQDF did not achieve the better 

result as compared to SVMs in this study. To get a 

comparative idea, script identification results using two 

different classifiers with chain code features are shown in 

Table 5. An accuracy of 93.08% is achieved at the script 

identification stage by using the SVM classifier.  The 

accuracy of Bangla, English and Hindi are 85.19, 95.74 and 

98.33% respectively. Confusion matrices obtained using 

SVM classifiers, and the 64-dimensional chain code features 

investigated, are shown in Table 6. 

TABLE 5. ACCURACY OBTAINED USING SVM AND MQDF CLASSIFIERS 

Classifiers Identification Accuracy (%) 

SVMs 93.08 

MQDF 82.45 

TABLE. 6. CONFUSION MATRIX OBTAINED USING THE CHAIN CODE 

FEATURE AND SVM CLASSIFIER 

 Bangla English Hindi 

Bangla 920 19 141 

English 27 1034 19 

Hindi 10 8 1062 

 

Based on the outcomes of the identification phase, 

verification experiments subsequently followed.  

Verification results obtained for individual scripts were 

calculated on 93.08% (identification rate) accuracy levels. 

In this phase of experimentation, the SVMs produced an 

overall AER of 21.10%, 13.05% and 15.05% using English, 

Hindi and Bangla signatures respectively. The overall 

verification accuracy obtained for the second major 

experiments (identification plus verification) was 83.60% 

(average of 78.90% of English, 86.95% of Hindi and 

84.94% of Bangla). 

B. Comparision of Performance 
 

From the experimental results obtained, it was observed that 

the performance of signature verification in the second set 

of experiments (identification and verification) was 

encouraging compared to the signature verification accuracy 

from the first experiment set (verification only).  Table 7 

demonstrates the accuracies attained in the first experiment 

set as well as separate verification results for English, Hindi 

and Bangla from the second experiment set. 

TABLE 7. VERIFICATION ACCURACIES RESULTING FROM DIFFERENT 

EXPERIMENTS  

Verification Techniques Accuracy (%) 

Experiment Sets Dataset Used  

1st experiment 
English, Hindi and 

Bangla 
79.20 

2nd experiment  

English 78.90 

Hindi 86.95 

Bangla 84.94 

 

In the second stage of verification, the overall accuracy is 

83.60% (Avg. of 78.90%, 86.95% and 84.94%) which is 

4.40 (83.60-79.20) higher than the accuracy in the first 

 
English Signatures Hindi Signatures Bangla Signatures 

Genuine Forged Genuine Forged Genuine Forged 

Training 720 900 720 900 720 900 

Testing 480 600 480 600 480 600 
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stage. The comparison of these two accuracies is shown in 

Table. 8.   

TABLE 8. ACCURACY IN DIFFERENT PHASES OF VERIFICATION 

Verification Experiment Verification Accuracy (%) 

Without Script Identification 79.20 

With Script Identification 83.60 

 

From the above table it is evident that verification accuracy 

with script identification is much higher than without script 

identification. This increased accuracy is achieved because 

of the proper application of the identification stage. This 

research clearly demonstrates the importance of using 

identification in multi-script signature verification 

techniques.  

C. Error Analysis 

Most of the methods used for signature verification generate 

some erroneous results. In these experiments, a few 

signature samples were mis-identified in both the 

identification and verification stages. Few of the confusing 

signature samples obtained in the signature script 

identification stage using the SVM classifier are shown in 

Figures 4, 5 and 6. Three categories of confusing samples 

are generated by the classifier. The first category illustrates 

a Bangla signature sample treated as a Hindi signature 

sample. The second one illustrates an English signature 

sample treated as a Bangla signature sample and the third 

one illustrates a Hindi signature sample treated as a Bangla 

signature sample.  

 

 
Figure 4. Bangla sample treated as Hindi 

 

 
Figure 5. English treated as Bangla 

 

 
Figure 6. Hindi Signature treated as Bangla 

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper provides an investigation of the excellent 

performance of a multi-script signature verification 

technique involving English, Hindi and Bangla off-line 

signatures. The novel approach used in a multi-script 

signature verification environment with the combination of a 

custom Hindi and Bangla off-line signature dataset provides 

a substantial contribution to the field of signature 

verification. In such a verification environment, the proper 

utilization of a script identification technique, which 

substantially affects the verification accuracy, indicates an 

important step in the process. The comparatively higher 

verification accuracy obtained in the second experimental 

approach is likewise a substantial contribution. The gradient 

feature, chain code feature as well as SVM and MQDF 

classifiers were employed for experimentation. The idea of a 

multi-script signature verification approach, which deals 

with an identification phase, is a very important contribution 

to the area of signature verification. The proposed off-line 

multi-script signature verification scheme is a new 

investigation in the field of off-line signature verification. In 

the near future, we plan to extend our work considering 

further sets of signature samples, which may include 

different languages/scripts.  
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Abstract— A novel offline signature modeling is introduced 
and evaluated which attempts to advance a grid based feature 
extraction method uniting it with the use of an ordered 
powerset. Specifically, this work represents the pixel 
distribution of the signature trace by modeling specific 
predetermined paths having Chebyshev distance of two, as 
being members of alphabet subsets-events. In addition, it is 
proposed here that these events, partitioned in groups, are 
further explored and processed within an ordered set context. 
As a proof of concept, this study progresses by counting the 
events’ first order appearance (in respect to inclusion) at a 
specific powerset, along with their corresponding distribution. 
These are considered to be the features which will be employed 
in a signature verification problem. The verification strategy 
relies on a support vector machine based classifier and the 
equal error rate figure. Using the new scheme verification 
results were derived for both the GPDS300 and a proprietary 
data set, while the proposed technique proved quite efficient in 
the handling of skilled forgeries as well.  

Grid Features, Power Set, Ordering, Signature Verification 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Automated handwritten signature verification systems 
(ASVS) remain up to now an accepted way for humans to 
declare their identity in many application areas including 
civilian ones [1], [2], [3], [4]. ASVS are separated into two 
major categories based on the method that the signature is 
obtained. Both online and offline ASVS must cope with the 
evidence that the process of creating handwritten signatures, 
even when they originate from a well trained genuine writer, 
will carry natural variations, defined as intra-writer 
variability [5]. It is adopted that the online ASVS are 
generally more efficient when compared to offline. A 
commonly used figure of merit which is employed in order 
to characterize the efficiency of ASVS is the equal error rate 
(EER) which is calculated from the ROC or DET plots of 
both types of error rates. 

The goal of an offline ASVS is to efficiently transform 
an image into a mathematical measurable space where it will 
be represented by means of its corresponding features [6]. 
Next, the features are feeding computational intelligence 
techniques and pattern recognition classifiers which will 
decide, after appropriate training and testing procedures, if a 
signature under query belongs to a claimed writer [7], [8]. 

According to the experimental protocol followed, there are 
two major approaches which have been applied to off-line 
ASVS; writer dependent (WD) and writer-independent (WI). 
The WD approach uses an atomic classifier for each writer. 
The WI approach uses a classifier to match each input 
questioned signature to one or more reference signatures, and 
a single classifier is trained for all writers [9], [10].  

Feature extraction is considered to be one of the most 
challenging tasks when ASVS are designed. An important 
feature extraction philosophy which attracts increasing 
interest, exploits the signature using a coarse or fine detail 
grid which is imposed upon the image. Among others, 
examples of grid based feature extraction can be found in the 
work provided by references [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], 
[16], [17], [18] and [19].  

In another work provided by Tselios, Zois, Nassiopoulos 
and Economou [20], a grid based feature extraction method 
was developed which represents the signature trace by taking 
into account the histogram of specific pixel path transitions 
along predefined paths within pre-confined Chebyshev 
distances of two (FCB2 feature). The feature extraction 
concepts have been advanced by describing these paths in a 
way in which they can be viewed as symbols transmitted by 
a discrete space random source. The combination of the 
produced FCB2 symbols defines the message or event that the 
random source sends out when a certain sequence of 
signature pixels is accounted. They are treated according to 
the event concept, reported in standard set and information 
theory and they are complemented along with their 
corresponding probabilistic moments [21]. In this work and 
in order to further increase our signature discriminating 
capability the potential messages-events of the FCB2 paths are 
organized in sub-groups of independent tetrads. Each tetrad 
is organized according to its ordered powerset with respect to 
inclusion [22]. The outcome of this procedure provides an 
attempt to model the handwriting process in concordance 
with basic elements of information and coding theory.  

The distributions of the now ordered transition paths in 
the new feature space are used to code the signature image. 
In the case study presented here a WD verification scheme is 
followed which comprises of the training and testing phase. 
Verification results have been drawn with the use of two 
databases, the GPDS300 and a proprietary one by means of 
the false acceptance, false rejection and the equal error rate 
(EER) figure of merit. The rest of this work is organized as 
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follows: Section 2 provides the database details and the 
description of the feature extraction algorithm. Section 3 
presents the experimental verification protocol which has 
been applied. Section 4 presents the comparative evaluation 
results while section 5 draws the conclusions. 

II. DATABASE AND FEATURE EXTRACTION PROCEDURE 

A. Database Description 

The proposed feature extraction modeling has been 
studied with the use of two databases of 8-bit grey scale 
signatures: a Greek signers’ database (CORPUS1) [20] and 
GPDS-300 (CORPUS2) [12]. CORPUS1 comprises of a 
domestic Greek collection of 105 genuine and 21 simulated 
forgery signature samples for each of the 69 signers of the 
database. Genuine samples were acquired in a one month 
time frame. CORPUS2 contains 24 genuine signatures and 
30 simulated forgeries for each of the 300 signers of the 
database and is publicly available. During the experimental 
process, two schemes of randomly selected training and 
testing samples were used for comparison with the outcomes 
of contemporary research in the field. In the first scheme, 12 
genuine and 12 simulated-forgery reference samples per 
writer are used, while in the second scheme 5 genuine and 5 
simulated forgery reference samples are used. The remaining 
samples are used for testing.  

B. Preprocessing 

In order to produce the binary form of the acquired 
signatures the following preprocessing steps have been 
carried out: thresholding using Otsu’s method [6], 
skeletonization, cropping and segmentation. This procedure 
is expected to reduce a number of side effects of the writing 
instruments variations. The result is the generation of the 
most informative window (MIW) of the image. The features 
are extracted either from the whole MIW of the signature or 
from segments of signature’s MIW with the use of the 
equimass sampling grid method [14]. Equimass sampling 
grid segmentation provides strips of the signature with 
uniform size of signature pixels instead of the trivial distance 
grid segmentation which provides segments of equal area. 
The result is depicted in Fig. 1. In this work the feature 
vector is generated from the ‘S2’ scheme used in [20]. 

C. Alphabet Description 

Fig. 2 depicts the alphabet which is defined as a set of 
symbols, emerging from the FCB2 description according to 
[12]. To be more specific, FCB2 alphabet is the set of 
transition paths of three consecutive pixels under the 
constraint of having the first and third pixels restrained to a 
Chebyshev distance equal to two.  

 
Figure 1.  Signature image with equimass made segments 

Since, in offline signatures, signature-pixel ordering is 
unknown, the ordered sequence of the pixels cannot be 
estimated. This note diminish the number of queried FCB2 
transition paths, in a 5x5 pixel grid window, with center 
pixel each black pixel of signature’s image, to the sixteen 
independent transition paths presented in Fig. 2. In this case 
study only the FCB2 paths have been taken into account. It is 
advantageous in our case to explicitly treat the notion of the 
signature pixels indexes (i,j) as a transformation of 
sequences produced by the source. As a consequence, the 
feature extraction grid can be identified as a discrete space – 
discrete alphabet source. 

D. Ordered Event Modeling 

Let the triad ( , Β, P) indicate the probability space on 
which all the potential outcomes are identified. By definition 
 is the sample space upon which a discrete digital source 
transmits alphabet symbols. The source may transmit either 
single symbols or sets of them (events) from a 16 symbol 
alphabet as figure 2 illustrates. Let B a sigma field (the event 
space) that encloses all potential occurrences of symbols 
combinations from the FCB2 alphabet. That is, B is the largest 
possible  -field [23] which is the collection of all subsets of 
 and is called the power set. Finally, let P be the 
corresponding distributions of the  -field.  

In order to evade the problem of 216 space management 
 is grouped into T subsets 1, ,{ }t t T   and we define the 

sub-s-fields Bt as the power sets for each t . In this work 
we choose to group the 16-FCB2(i) components into 
ensembles of four tetrads (call it hereafter F4-collection) thus 
resulting to an early set of 4  24=64 possible event 
combinations. From the complete set of all the possible 
ensembles of the F4 collection only 87 orthogonal cases shall 
be enabled along with their corresponding probabilities. 
From a mathematical point of view the signature image is 
analyzed into four major subspaces where each of them is 
composed of 16 orthogonal dimensions. The term orthogonal 
denotes that each symbol in a sub-alphabet space of a F4 
tetrad cannot be derived as any combination of the same 
subspace F4 symbols. This constraint provides each signature 
with 87 different F4 orthogonal tetrad event sets, found 
through exhaustive search. Fig. 3 provides the FCB2 alphabet 
along with a F4 orthogonal collection. As a proof of concept, 
the orthogonal F4 collection #44, selected randomly is 
illustrated in figure 3.  

 
Figure 2.  FCB2 alphabet set which forms the probability space   . 
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Figure 3.  One F4 collection of tetrads (#44). Each horizontal tetrad is 
considered to form a subspace in the original 16-dimnensional feature 

space and consequently generates a powerset of events 

Finally, each one of the four F4 power-sets of figure 3b is 
evaluated by ordering the elements of the powerset with 
respect to inclusion. Fig. 4 provides a graphical explanation 
of one powerset in line with the proposed modeling. In order 
to illustrate the method with clarity, figure 4 has been created 
which shows the powerset of the #44 F4 collection with 
respect to inclusion. The indexes x, y, z, w are associated 
with one tetrad’s elements of the F4 collection. For each 
arrow in figure 4 there is a corresponding probability 
evaluated for every segmented image. Thus, the overall 
dimensionality of the feature vector for one F4 collection is 
equal to 32 (4+12+12+4) for each image segment. 

According to the exposed material, a discrete source, 
designated as Sn, can be defined by its transmitted set of 
symbols-events which are now members of an ordered F4 
collection. This novel modeling of the feature generation 
process is an evolution of the previous method as it was 
described in [20]. It attempts to model the distribution of the 
signature pixel paths as an information source and to 
associate events of ordered paths (arrows as seen in fig. 4) 
along with their corresponding first order probabilities.  

E. Creation of the ordered feature vector 

To make this work robust a short description is provided 
for generating the ordered feature components. According to 
the material exposed in sections IIC, IID, each one of the 
preprocessed image segments is scanned top-down and left-
right to identify its signature pixels. Let us denote with the 
labels One (O) and Two (T) a conjugated pair of 5  5 
moving grids with the property that their topological centers 
are distant by a Euclidean distance of one. Then for each 
signature pixel the {O, T} grids are imposed. Next, detection 
of discrete events at both {O, T} grids is performed followed 
by the evaluation of the corresponding ordered probabilities, 
as described in fig. 4. In addition, fig. 5 presents in a 
graphical manner the generation of a feature component 
namely the {X, XY}. In this work the overall feature 
dimensionality is 128 due to the selection of the 
segmentation preprocessing steps.  

III. CLASSIFICATION PROTOCOL 

On the grounds of proofing the proposed concept and 
according to the discussion exposed in section II the training  

 
Figure 4.  Power set for one subspace (the first horizontal line of fig. 3) of 

the #44 F4 collection ordered with respect to inclusion 

phase of the WD verification scheme follows: for each 
writer, #nref reference samples of genuine along with an 
equal number of simulated-forgery signature samples are 
randomly chosen in order to train the classifier. The “S2” 
image segmentation scheme combines the features calculated 
on the whole signature image as well as the relevant 2x2 
equimass segmentation grid [20]. These features supply the 
classifier training section without assuming any additional 
processing. The classifier used is a hard-margin two class 
support vector machine (SVM) classifier using radial basis 
kernel. Selection of the training samples for the genuine class 
was accomplished using randomly chosen samples according 
to the hold-out validation method. The remaining genuine 
and simulated forgery signatures feature vectors, drawn 
using the same F4 collection, feed the SVM classifier directly 
for testing. The SVM output apart from the binary class 
decision provides a score value which is equal to the distance 
of the tested sample from the SVM separating hyperplane. 
The operating parameters of the SVM have been determined 
through exhaustive search. It is noted that there is a wide 
area of rbf sigma values that the system has the reported 
results. 

Evaluation of the verification efficiency of the system is 
accomplished with the use of a global threshold on the 
overall SVM output score distribution. This is achieved by 
providing the system’s False Acceptance Rate (FAR: 
samples not belonging to genuine writers, yet assigned to 
them) and the False Rejection Rate (FRR: samples belonging 
to genuine writers, yet not classified) functions. With these 
two rates, the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) are 
drawn by means of their FAR/FRR plot. Then, classification 
performance is measured with the utilization of the system 
Equal Error Rate (EER: the point which FAR equals FRR). 

IV. RESULTS 

According to the discussion presented above, FAR, FRR 
and the relevant EER rates, are evaluated for (a) CORPUS 1 
and and (b) CORPUS 2 with five and twelve reference  
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Figure 5.  (A) One set of the #44 F4 collection as depicted in fig. 3b. (B) 
left and right grids labeled as One (O) and Two (T) respectively imposed 

on a signature trace (mark with green shadowed pixels) and corresponding 
events activated. For illustration purposes the topological grids have a 

distance of 7 instead of 1 that is followed at the actual feature extraction 
method. (C) Ordered event detection is designated between the red circles 

and feature component update along red line. 

samples for both genuine and forger class. The 
corresponding results are presented in Table I by means of 
the mean FAR, FRR and EER values. The letters G and F in 
Table I designate the genuine and skilled forgery samples 
respectively. In addition, the ROC curves are presented for 
both databases in fig. 6 along with their corresponding EER 
defined as the cross section of the ROC curves and the 
diagonal.  

Our results are compared to recently published relevant 
figures. The reported results for CORPUS 1 are compared 
with the results relevant to those reported in [12] for feature 
level simulated forgery verification tests using ‘S2’ scheme 
using (a) nref=5 and (b) the mean value of nref=10 and 
nref=15 tests for comparison with our test using nref=12. 
The comparison results are presented in Table II. Concerning 
CORPUS 2, we present in Table III, the results of recently 
reported research work using nref=5 and nref=12, along with 
the results of the current approach.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work a handwritten model based on the powerset 
of an ordered event topology with respect to inclusion is 
considered as a tool for offline signature verification. A 
number of verification experiments based on an SVM 
classifier have been carried out in two signature databases 
namely the GPDS and a proprietary one. Primary verification 
results indicate that the proposed feature extraction method 
has an appealing aspect; As a comment on the efficiency of 
the method one can state that in the case of the Corpus 1 a 
substantial improvement is observed while in the case of 
Corpus 2 the results are comparable with those of the  

 

 
Figure 6.  ROC curves with the corresponding EER for corpuses 1, 2. 

literature. Since the approach described in this case study is 
preliminary it is anticipated that further exhaustive research 
will unveil important conclusions with respect to the 
modeling of handwriting. However a number of various 
other models and experimental setups including i.e. the 
dissimilarity framework [10] need to be examined in order to 
verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.  

TABLE I.  VERIFICATION EFFICIENCY (%) 

Experimental Set FAR FRR EER 
CORPUS 1, #nref=5   (GF) 2.18 3.29 2.79 
CORPUS 2, #nref=5   (GF) 13.03 5.23 9.04 
CORPUS 1, #nref=12 (GF) 1.13 1.60 1.45 
CORPUS 2, #nref=12 (GF)  7.73 3.45 5.53 

TABLE II.  COMPARING EER WITH APPROACH [20]  

Experimental Set EER (%) 
[20] #nref=5   (GF) 9.16 
Proposed #nref=5   (GF) 2.79 
[20] #nref=12 (GF) 4.65 
Proposed #nref=12 (GF) 1.45 

TABLE III.  COMPARING EER WITH VARIOUS APPROACHES (%) 

Method EER   EER  
[20] #nref=5  (GF) 12.32 
[12] GPDS-100 nref=5 (GF) 12.02 
[19] #nref=13 (only G) 4.21 

Proposed  
#nref=5 

9.04 

[20] for nref=12 (GF) 6.2 
[12] # ref = {10G, 15F} 8.26 
[13] #refn=12 (GF)  13.76 
[24] #nref=12 (GF) 15.11 
[25] # nref=12 (only G) 15.4 

Proposed  
 #nref=12 

5.53 
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Abstract—Hyperspectral imaging and analysis refers to the
capture and understanding of image content in multiple spectral
channels. Satellite and airborne hyperspectral imaging has been
the focus of research in remote sensing applications since nearly
the past three decades. Recent use of ground-based hyperspectral
imaging has found immense interest in areas such as medical
imaging, art and archaeology, and computer vision. In this paper,
we make an attempt to draw closer the forensic community and
image analysis community towards automated forensic document
examination. We believe that it has a huge potential to solve
various challenging document image analysis problems, especially
in the forensic document examination domain. We present the
use of hyperspectral imaging for ink mismatch detection in
handwritten notes as a sample application. Overall, this paper
provides an overview of the applications of hyperspectral imaging
with focus on solving pattern recognition problems. We hope that
this work will pave the way for exploring its true potential in the
document analysis research field.

Keywords—Multispectral imaging, Hyperspectral imaging, Hy-
perspectral document analysis, forensic document examination, ink
mismatch detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Human eye exhibits a trichromatic vision. This is due to the
presence of three types of photo-receptors called Cones that
are sensitive to different wavelength ranges in the visible range
of the electromagnetic spectrum [1]. Conventional imaging
sensors and displays (like cameras, scanners and monitors) are
developed to match the response of the trichromatic human
vision so that they deliver the same perception of the image
as in a real scene. This is why an RGB image constitutes
three spectral measurements per pixel. Most of the computer
vision applications do not make use of the spectral information
and directly employ grayscale images for image understanding.
There is evidence that machine vision tasks can take the advan-
tage of image acquisition in a wider range of electromagnetic
spectrum capturing more information in a scene compared
to only RGB data. Hyperspectral imaging captures spectral
reflectance information for each pixel in a wide spectral range.
It also provides selectivity in the choice of frequency bands.
Satellite based hyperspectral imaging sensors have long been
used for astronomical and remote sensing applications. Due to
the high cost and complexity of these hyperspectral imaging
sensors, various techniques have been proposed in the literature
to utilize conventional imaging systems combined with a few
off-the-shelf optical devices for hyperspectral imaging.

Strictly speaking, an RGB image is a three channel multi-

spectral image. An image acquired at more than three specific
wavelengths in a band is referred to as a Multispectral Image.
Generally, multispectral imaging sensors acquire more than
three spectral bands. An image with a higher spectral resolu-
tion or more number of bands is regarded as a Hyperspectral
Image. There is no clear demarcation with regards to the
number of spectral bands/resolution between multispectral and
hyperspectral images. However, hyperspectral sensors may
acquire a few dozen to several hundred spectral measurements
per scene point. For example, the AVIRIS (Airborne Visi-
ble/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer) of NASA has 224 bands
in 400-2500nm range [2].

During the past several years hyperspectral imaging has
found its utility in various ground-based applications. The use
of hyperspectral imaging in archeological artifacts restoration
has shown promising results. It is now possible to read
the old illegible historical manuscripts by restoration using
hyperspectral imaging [3]. This was a fairly difficult task for a
naked eye due to its limited capability, restricted to the visible
spectral range. Similarly, hyperspectral imaging has also been
applied to the task of material discrimination. This is because
of the physical property of a material to reflect a specific range
of wavelengths giving it a spectral signature which can be
used for material identification [4]. The greatest advantage of
hyperspectral imaging in such applications is that it is non-
invasive and thus does not affect the material under analysis
compared to other invasive techniques which inherently affect
the material under observation.

Despite the success of hyperspectral imaging in solving
various challenging computer vision problems in recent years,
its use in the document image analysis research has remained
largely unexplored. In this paper, we intend to draw the
attention of the document analysis and forensics community
towards this promising technology. We believe that there is
a huge potential in hyperspectral imaging to solve various
challenging document image analysis problems, especially in
the forensic document examination domain. First, we present
in Section II a brief survey on the applications of hyperspectral
imaging in the field of pattern recognition. Then, some of
our recent work on forensic document examination using
hyperspectral imaging is discussed in Section III. The paper is
concluded with some hints about directions for future research
in Section IV.
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Fig. 1. A hyperspectral image is represented as a 3D cube (shown in pseudo-colors in center). Each slice of the cube along the spectral dimension Sλ is
regarded as a channel or a band. Point spectrum on the spectral cube at the (x, y) spatial location (left). An RGB image and a grayscale image rendered from
the hyperspectral cube (right).

II. HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING AND APPLICATIONS

A hyperspectral image has three dimensions: two spatial
(Sx and Sy) and one spectral (Sλ) (see Figure 1). The
hyperspectral data can be represented in the form of a Spectral
Cube. Similarly, a hyperspectral video has four dimensions –
two spatial dimensions (Sx and Sy), a spectral dimension (Sλ)
and a temporal dimension (t). The hyperspectral video can
be thought of as a series of Spectral Cubes along temporal
dimension. Hyperspectral imaging has been applied in various
areas, some of which are listed in Table I. In the following,
we provide a brief survey of the applications of hyperspectral
imaging in pattern recognition. The scope of our survey is
limited to the multispectral and hyperspectral imaging systems
used in ground-based computer vision applications. Therefore,
high cost and complex sensors for remote sensing, astronomy,
and other geo-spatial applications are excluded from the dis-
cussion.

TABLE I. APPLICATIONS OF HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING IN DIFFERENT
AREAS.

Areas Applications
Art and Archeology Analysis of works of art, historical artifact restoration
Medical Imaging MRI imaging, microscopy, biotechnology
Military Surveillance, access control
Pattern Recognition Material identification, biometrics
Remote Sensing Crop monitoring, mineralogy, water observation

A. Biometrics Applications

The bulk of biometric recognition research revolves around
monochromatic imaging. Recently, different biometric modali-
ties have taken advantage of hyperspectral imaging for reliable
and improved recognition. The images can cover visible,
infrared, or a combination of both ranges of the electromag-
netic spectrum (see Figure 2). We briefly discuss the recent
work in palmprint, face, fingerprint, and iris recognition using
hyperspectral imaging.

Palmprints have emerged as a popular choice for human
access control and identification. Interestingly, palmprints have
even more to offer when imaged under different spectral
ranges. The line pattern is captured in the visible range
while the vein pattern becomes apparent in the near infrared
range. Both line and vein information can be captured using a
multispectral imaging system such as those developed by Han

et al. [5] or Hao et al. [6]. The underlying principle of a mul-
tispectral palmprint imaging device is to use a monochromatic
camera with illumination sources of different colors. Images
of a palm are sequentially captured under each illumination
within a fraction of a second.

Multispectral palmprint recognition system of Han et al. [5]
captured images under four different illuminations (red, green,
blue and infrared). The first two bands (blue and green)
generally showed only the line structure, the red band showed
both line and vein structures, whereas the infrared band showed
only the vein structure. These images can be fused and fea-
tures extracted for subsequent matching and recognition. The
contact-free imaging system of Hao et al. [6] acquires multi-
spectral images of a palm under six different illuminations. The
contact-free nature of the system offers more user acceptability
while maintaining a reasonable accuracy. Experiments show
that pixel level fusion of multispectral palmprints has better
recognition performance compared to monochromatic images.
The accuracy achievable by multispectral palmprints is much
higher compared to traditional monochromatic systems.

Fingerprints are established as one of the most reliable bio-
metrics and are in common use around the world. Fingerprints
can yield even more robust features when captured under a
multispectral sensor. Rowe et al. [7] developed a multispectral
imaging sensor for fingerprint imaging. The system comprised
of illumination source of multiple wavelengths (400, 445, 500,
574, 610 and 660nm) and a monochrome CCD of 640x480
resolution. They showed that MSI sensors are less affected
by moisture content of skin which is of critical significance
compared to the traditional sensors. Recognition based on
multispectral fingerprints outperformed standard fingerprint
imaging.

Face recognition has an immense value in human iden-
tification and surveillance. The spectral response of human
skin is a distinct feature which is largely invariant to the pose
and expression [8] variation. Moreover, multispectral images
of faces are less susceptible to variations in illumination
sources and their directions [9]. Multispectral face recognition
systems generally use a monochromatic camera coupled with
a Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF) in the visible and/or
near-infrared range. A multispectral image is captured by
electronically tuning the filter to the desired wavelengths and
acquiring images in a sequence.
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Fig. 2. The electromagnetic spectrum.

Iris is another unique biometric used for person authenti-
cation. Boyce et al. [10] explored multispectral iris imaging
in the visible electromagnetic spectrum and compared it to
the near-infrared in a conventional iris imaging systems. The
use of multispectral information for iris enhancement and
segmentation resulted in improved recognition performance.

B. Material Identification

Naturally existing materials show a characteristic spectral
response to incident light. This property of a material can
distinguish it from other materials. The use of multispectral
techniques for imaging the works of arts like paintings allows
segmentation and classification of painted parts. This is based
on the pigment physical properties and their chemical com-
position [3]. Pelagotti et al. [11] used multispectral imaging
for analysis of paintings. They collected multispectral images
of a painting in UV, Visible and Near IR band. It was
possible to differentiate among different color pigments which
appear similar to the naked eye based on spectral reflectance
information.

Gregoris et al. [12] exploited the characteristic reflectance
of ice in the infrared band to detect ice on various surfaces
which is difficult to inspect manually. The developed prototype
called MD Robotics’ Spectral Camera system could determine
the type, level and location of the ice contamination on a
surface. The prototype system was able to estimate thickness
of ice (<0.5mm) in relation to the measured spectral contrast.
Such system may be of good utility for aircraft/space shuttle
ice contamination inspection and road condition monitoring in
snow conditions.

Multispectral imaging has critical importance in magnetic
resonance imaging. Multispectral magnetic resonance imagery
of brain is in wide use in medical science. Various tissue
types of the brain are distinguishable by virtue of multispectral
imaging which aids in medical diagnosis [13].

Clemmensen et al. [14] used multispectral imaging to
estimate the moisture content of sand used in concrete. It is a
very useful technique for non-destructive in-vivo examination
of freshly laid concrete. A total of nine spectral bands was
acquired in both visual and near infrared range. Zawada et
al. [15] proposed a novel underwater multispectral imaging
system named LUMIS (Low light level Underwater Multispec-
tral Imaging System) and demonstrated its use in study of
phytoplankton and bleaching experiments.

Spectrometry techniques are also widely used to identify
the fat content in pork meat, because it has proved significantly

cheaper and more efficient than traditional analytical chemistry
methods [16]. For that purpose, near-infrared spectrometers are
used that measure the spectrum of light transmitted through a
sample of minced pork meat.

Last but not least, multispectral imaging has also important
applications in defense and security. For instance, Alouini [17]
showed that multispectral polarimetric imaging significantly
enhances the performance of target detection and discrimina-
tion.

III. FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMINATION USING
HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING

Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) has recently emerged as an
efficient non-destructive tool for detection, enhancement [18],
comparison and identification of forensic traces [19]. Such
systems have a huge potential for aiding forensic document
examiners in various tasks. Brauns et al. [20] developed a
hyperspectral imaging system to detect forgery in potentially
fraudulent documents in a non-destructive manner. A more so-
phisticated hyperspectral imaging system was developed at the
National Archives of Netherlands for the analysis of historical
documents in archives and libraries [21]. The system provided
high spatial and spectral resolution from near-UV through
visible to near IR range. The only limitation of the system
was its extremely slow acquisition time (about 15 minutes)
[22]. Other commercial hyperspectral imaging systems from
Foster & Freeman [23] and ChemImage [24] also allow manual
comparison of writing ink samples. Hammond [25] used visual
comparison in Lab color mode for differentiating different
black inks. Such manual analysis of inks cannot establish the
presence of different inks with certainty, because of inherent
human error. Here we will demonstrate a promising application
of hyper-spectral imaging for automated writing inks mismatch
detection that we have recently proposed [26]. The work is
based on the assumption that same inks exhibit similar spectral
responses whereas different inks show dissimilarity in their
spectra. The phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3. We assume
that the spectral responses of the inks are independent of the
writing styles of different subjects.

Using our hyperspectral imaging setup (see [26] for de-
tails), a database comprising of 70 hyperspectral images of
a hand-written note in 10 different inks by 7 subjects was
collected1. All subjects were instructed to write the same
sentence, once in each ink on a white paper. The pens included

1UWA Writing Ink Hyperspectral Image Database
http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/%7Eajmal/databases.html
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Fig. 3. The above images highlight the discrimination of inks offered
by hyperspectral images. We show a selected number of bands at specific
wavelengths for two different blue inks (for the word ‘fox’). Notice that
only the pixels belonging to the writing pixels are shown and the pixels
of the background are masked out. A closer look allows one to appreciate
that hyperspectral imaging captures subtle differences in the inks, which are
enhanced, especially at higher wavelengths.

5 varieties of blue ink and 5 varieties of blank ink pens. It was
ensured that the pens came from different manufacturers while
the inks still appeared visually similar. Then, we produced
mixed writing ink images from single ink notes by joining
equally sized image portions from two inks written by the
same subject. This made roughly the same proportion of the
two inks under question.

The mixed-ink images were pre-processed (binariza-
tion [27] followed by spectral response normalization) and then
fed to the k-means clustering algorithm with a fixed value of
k = 2. Finally, based on the output of clustering, segmentation
accuracy was computed as

Accuracy =
True Positives

True Positives + False Positives + False Negatives

The segmentation accuracy is averaged over seven samples for
each ink combination Cij . It is important to note that according
to this evaluation metric, the accuracy of a random guess (in a
two class problem) will be 1/3. This is different from common
classification accuracy metrics where the accuracy of a random
guess is 1/2. This is because our chosen metric additionally
penalizes false negatives which are useful to quantify in a
segmentation problem.
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Fig. 4. Spectra of the blue and black inks under analysis. Note that at some
ranges the ink spectra are more distinguished than others.

Figure 4 shows the average normalized spectra of all blue
and black inks, respectively. It was achieved by computing the
average of the spectral responses of each ink over all samples
in the database. It can be observed that the spectra of the inks
are distinguished at different ranges in the visible spectrum. A
close analysis of variability of the ink spectra in these ranges
reveals that most of the differences are present in the high-
visible range, followed by mid-visible and low-visible ranges.

We now inspect how hyperspectral information can be
beneficial in discrimination of inks. We compare the segmen-
tation accuracy of HSI with RGB in Figure 5. As expected,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of RGB and HSI image based segmentation accuracy.

HSI significantly improves over RGB in most of the ink
combinations. This results in most accurate clustering of ink
combinations C12, C14, C12, C25, C35 and C45. In case of
black inks, ink 1 is highly distinguished from all other inks
resulting in the most accurate clustering for all combinations
C1j . However, it can be seen that for a few combinations,
HSI does not show a remarkable improvement. Instead, in
some cases, it is less accurate compared to RGB. These results
encouraged us to further look at HSI in detail in order to
take advantage of the most informative bands. The results of
different feature (band) selection methods for this problem are
detailed in [26]. Overall, the results showed that use of a few
selected bands further improved discrimination between most
of the ink combinations.

We now present some qualitative results on segmentation
of blue and black ink combinations. The original images of
a combination of two blue inks (C34) and black inks (C45)
are shown are in Figure 6. RGB images are shown here for
better visual appearance. The ground truth images are labeled
in pseudo-colors, where green pixels represent the first ink and
red pixels represent the second ink.

The clustering based on RGB images fails to group similar
ink pixels into the same clusters. A closer look reveals that all
of the ink pixels are falsely grouped into one cluster, whereas
most of the boundary pixels are grouped into the other cluster.
This implies that typical RGB imaging is not sufficient to
discriminate inks that appear visually similar to each other.
On the other hand, segmentation based on HSI is much more
effective compared to RGB. It can be seen that the majority
of the ink pixels are correctly grouped in HSI in accordance
with the ground truth segmentation. Note that the k-means
clustering algorithm used in this work is rather basic. The
use of more advance clustering algorithms has the potential
of further improving the accuracy of ink segmentation.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper presented an overview about different appli-
cations of hyperspectral imaging in pattern recognition. We
also demonstrated a sample application of HSI in document
image analysis, where it was possible to discriminate between
two visually similar inks using hyperspectral images of the
documents. This is the first reported work on using auto-
matic document image analysis methods in combination with
hyperspectral imaging to address forensically relevant issues
in questioned document examination. In future, it will be
interesting to see whether spectral imaging can aid in writer
identification. Since it is possible to identify hand writings
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Fig. 6. Example test images. For a visual comparison of RGB and HSI mismatch detection accuracy, we purposefully selected two hard cases.

by the texture [28] or ink-deposition traces [29], a promising
research direction would be to investigate whether these feeble
variations in ink strokes are reflected in the spectral response of
the inks. In addition, ink or document aging is a phenomenon
that can be observed in a more effective manner using spectral
imaging. During the aging process, the chemical properties of
ink and paper change due to various environmental factors.
Spectral imaging can potentially capture subtle differences in
inks or paper due to aging. These are just a few application
examples where HSI can potentially provide solutions to some
major practical problems in document analysis. We hope
that this work will open up many exciting possibilities for
tackling forensic document examination problems with a new
perspective.
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Abstract—The fusion of different forensic modalities for ar-
riving at a decision of whether the evidence can be attributed
to a known individual is considered. Since close similarity and
high dimensionality can adversely affect the process, a method of
score fusion based on discretization is proposed. It is evaluated
considering the signatures and fingerprints. Discretization is
performed as a filter to find the unique and discriminatory
features of each modality in an individual class before their use
in matching. Since fingerprints and signatures are not compatible
for direct integration, the idea is to convert the features into the
same domain. The features are assigned an appropriate matched
score, MSbp which are based to their lowest distance. The final
scores are then fed to the fusion, FSbp. The top matches with
FSbp less than a predefined threshold value, η are expected to
have the true identity. Two standard fusion approaches, namely
Mean and Min fusion, are used to benchmark the efficiency of
proposed method. The results of these experiments show that
the proposed approach produces a significant improvement in
the forensic identification rate of fingerprint and signature fusion
and this findings support its usefulness.

Keywords—forensic; multimodal; discretization; matching
scores; fusion; identification

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of forensic analysis is that of determining whether
observed evidence can be attributed to an individual. The
final decision of forensic analysis can take one of three val-
ues: identification/no-conclusion/exclusion. Biometric systems
have a similar goal of going from input to conclusion but
with different goals and terminology: biometric identification
means determining the best match in a closed set of individuals
and verification means whether the input and known have the
same source. While biometric systems attempt to do the en-
tire process automatically, forensic systems narrow-down the
possibilities among a set of individuals with the final decision
being made by a human examiner. Automatic tools for forensic
analysis have been developed for several forensic modalities
including signatures [1], fingerprints [2], handwriting [3], and
footwear prints or marks [4]. In both forensic analysis and
biometric analysis more than one modality of data can be
used to improve accuracy [5], [6]. Examples of the need to
combine forensic evidence in forensic analysis are: signature
and fingerprints on the same questioned document, pollen
found on the clothing of an assailant together with human
DNA [7], multiple shoe-prints in a crime scene [8], etc. In

this paper we explore how evidence of different modalities can
be combined for the forensic decision. Biometric identification
systems such as token based and password based identification
systems, unimodal identification recognizes a user, by ”who
the person is”, using a one-to many matching process (1:M)
rather than by ”what the person carries along”. Conventional
systems suffer from numerous drawbacks such as forgotten
password, misplaced ID card, and forgery issues. To address
these problems, unimodal based identification was developed
and has seen extensive enhancements in reliability and accu-
racy of identification. However, several studies have shown
that the poor quality of image samples or the methodology
itself can lead to a significant decreasing in the performance
of a unimodal based identification system [9], [10], [11]. The
common issues include intra-class variability, spoof attack,
non-universality, and noisy data. In order to overcome these
difficulties in unimodal identification, multimodal based iden-
tification systems (MIS) have been developed. As the name
suggests, in an MIS the identification process is based on
evidence presented by multiple modality sources from an
individual. Such systems are more robust to variations in the
sample quality than unimodal systems due to the presence of
multiple (and usually independent) pieces of evidence [12].
A key to successful multimodal based system development
for forensic identification, is an effective methodology orga-
nization and fusion process, capable to integrate and handle
important information such as distinctiveness characteristic of
an individual. Individual’s distinctive characteristics is unique
to forensic. Therefore, in this paper, the multi-matched scores
based discretization method is proposed for forensic identifi-
cation of an individual from different modalities. Compared to
previous methods, the proposed method is unique in the sense
that the extracted features correspond to the individuality of
a particular person which are discretized and represented into
standard sizes. The method is robust and capable to overcome
dimensionality issues without requiring image normalization.
The low dimension and standardized features make the design
of post-processing phase (classifier or decision) straightfor-
ward. Moreover, the clear physical meanings of the discretized
features are meaningful and distinctive, and be used in more
complex systems (e.g., expert systems for interpretation and
inference).
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II. RELATED WORK

In identification systems, fusion takes into account a set of
features that can reflect the individuality and characteristics
of the person under consideration. However, it is difficult to
extract and select features that are discriminatory, meaningful
and important for identification. Different sets of features may
have better performance when considering different groups
of individuals and therefore, a technique is needed to rep-
resent for each sample set of features. In this paper, multi-
matched scores fusion based discretization is proposed for
forensic identification to represent the distinctiveness in multi-
modalities of an individual.

A. Representation of individuality features

Extracting and representing relevant features which contains
the natural characteristics of an individual is essential for a
good performance of the identification algorithms. Existing
multimodal based identification systems make the assumptions
that each modality feature set from an individual is local,
wide-ranging, and static. Thus, these extracted feature sets
are commonly fed to individual matching or and classification
algorithms directly.

As a result, the identification system becomes more com-
plex, time consuming, and costly because a classifier is needed
for each modality. Furthermore, concatenating features from
different modalities after the feature extraction method leads
to the need of comparing high dimensional, heterogeneous
data which is a nontrivial issue. However, much work has
been proposed to overcome the dimensional issues in extracted
features such as implementation of normalization techniques
after extraction. Careful observation and experimental analysis
need to be performed in order to improve the performance of
identification. Too much of normalization will diminish the
originality characteristic of an individual from different modal-
ity images. Thus, another process is needed to produce a more
discriminative, reliable, unique and informative feature rep-
resentation to represent these inherently multiple continuous
features into standardized discrete features (per individual).
This leads to the multi-matched score fusion discretization
approach introduced in this paper which is explored in the
context of forensic identification of different modalities for
distinguishing a true identity of a person.

B. The discretization algorithm

Discretization is a process whereby a continuous valued
variable is represented by a collection of discrete values. It
attracted a lot of interest from and work in several different
domains [13], [14], [15]. The discretization method introduced
here is based on discretization defined in [16].

Given a set of features, the discretization algorithm first
computes the size of interval, i.e., it determines its upper
and lower bounds. The range is then divided by the number
of features which then gives each interval upper and lower
approximation. The number of intervals generated is equal
to the dimensionality of the feature vectors, maintaining the
original number of extracted features from different extraction

methods in this study. Subsequently, a single representation
value for each interval, or cut, is computed by taking the
midpoint of the lower approximation,Approxlower and upper
approximation, Approxupper interval. Algorithm 1 shows the
discretization steps discussed above.

Algorithm 1: Discretization Algorithm
Require: Dataset with f continuous features, D samples and C classes;
Require: Discretized features, D′ ;

for each individual do
Find the Max and the Min values of D samples
numb bin = numb extracted feature

Divide the range of Min to Max with numb bin

Compute representation values, RepV alue:

for each bin do
Find the Approxlower and Approxupper

Compute the midpoints of all Approxlower and Approxupper

end for

Form a set of all discrete values, Dis Features:

for 1 to numb extracted feature do
for each bin do

if (feature in range of interval) then
Dis Feature = RepV alue

end if
end for

end for
end for

C. Processing and extraction of Signature and Fingerprint

For signature, the input image is first binarized by adaptive
thresholding, followed by morphology operations (i.e., re-
move and skel) to get the gray level of clean and universe
of discourse signature image (UOD) as illustrated in Fig.
1. The UOD of signature is extracted using geometry
based extraction approach [17], which is based on 3x3
window concept. The process is done on individual window
instead of the whole image to give more information of
the signature image icludes the positions of different line
structures.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Original Signature Binarized Signature

Skeletonized Signature UOD

Fig. 1. Examples of preprocessed signature image (a)Original image
(b)Binarized image (c)Skeletonized image (d)UOD.

For fingerprint, two types of manutia points namely termi-
nation and bifurcation points are extracted using Minutia
based extraction approach. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram
of minutia based extraction process. Fingerprint image are
binarized, thinned and false minutia are removed to extract
the region of interest (ROIs). Finally, the extracted ROI
for fingerprint and UOD for the signature are fed to the
discretization.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

1. Binarization

3. Find Minutia

5. Orientation(ROI)

Fig. 2. Examples of preprocessed fingerprint image (a)Original image
(b)Binarized image (c)Thinned image (d)Minutia Points (e)False Minutia
removed (f)ROI.

Unimodal extraction and the discretization step are illus-
trated in Table I for signature data for individual 1, and
Table II for the fingerprint data for the same individual.
In each of these tables, the feature values are divided into
predefined number of bins, which is based on the number
of features for each modality image.
In the top portion of these tables, for each bin, the lower
and upper values are recorded in columns two and three
respectively, and bin, RepV alue, the average of lower and
upper values, is recorded in column four. Max and Min
values are highlighted in bold face.In the bottom portion
of the table, the discretized features for signature and
fingerprint are displayed. These tables shows an example of
how the actual feature sets from individual are discretized.
As it can be seen from the Table I, the feature values,
35.259 occurs for every column of the nine features for the
signature data of the same individual.This means that the
first individual is uniquely recognized by this discriminatory
value. A similar discussion holds for Table II, where the
set of discriminatory values for fingerprint data for first
individual, obtained from four different images is 104.
The selected features are the representation values (Dis-
criminatory features, DF of an individual) that describe the
unique characteristics of an individual which will be used
for matching process. In matching module, the distance
between the discretized values with the stored feature values
are computed by Euclidean Distance equation as defined in
(1).

EDbp =
N∑
i=1

(
Dfbp,i −Df

(r)
bp,i

)
(1)

Where Dfbp,i represents ith discretized feature of new
modality image meanwhile Df

(r)
bp,i defines the ith discretized

feature of reference modality image in stored template
and bp represents either behavioral or phisiological trait
of the individual. The ith total number of features ex-
tracted from a single modality image is denoted by N.
Let Xsign = EDsign(x), where Xsign = (x1, ...xd)

denotes a distance for discretized signature features and
Yfinger = EDfinger(y), where Yfinger = (y1, ...yd) is a
distance for the discretized fingerprint features. The lowest
distance for signature can be denoted as min[EDsign(x)]
and lowest distance for fingerprint can be defined as
min[EDfinger(y)]. Then, we define the modality features
with the lowest distance as match score-1,(MSbp = 1), the
second modality features with the second lowest distance as
MSbp = 2 and so on. bp here defines either behavioral(i.e.,
signature) or phisiological(i.e., fingerprint) trait of the indi-
vidual. Then, the match score, MSbp is fed to the fusion
approach.

D. Multi-modality fusion

After matching, the matched scores of signature
and fingerprint are fed to the fusion method.
Let Xsign=MSsign(1),MSsign(2),...MSsign(n)
denotes the computed signature match scores and
Y finger=MSfinger(1),MSfinger(2),...MSfinger(n)
defines the computed match scores for fingerprint.In this
work, the final fused score, FSbp of the individual are
computed using Equation (2), where k represents the
number of different modalities of an individual. The MS
for fingerprint and signature are combined and divided by
k to generate a single score which is then compared to a
predefined threshold to make the final decision.

FSbp =
MSsign +MSfinger

k
(2)

Fusion approaches, namely Mean, MeanFSbp and Min,
MinFSbp fusion as defined in (3) and (4) are chosen for
comparisson to show the efficiency of the proposed method
on multi-modalities identification.

MeanFSbp = (xMSsign + yMSfinger)/2 (3)

MinFSbp = min(MSsign,MSfinger) (4)

Finally, the FSbp is forward to next phase for identification.
In identification process of one-to-many matching (1:M),
FSbp is compared with the predefined identification thresh-
old, η in order to identify the individual from M individuals.
In this work, the identity of a person is identified if,

FSbp ≤ η (5)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of this work is performed using ROC
curve which consists of Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) of
a system mapped against the False Acceptance Rate (FAR).
In this work, GAR is equal to 1-FRR. Fig. 1 shows the
performance of Unimodal identification for signature and
fingerprint. Discretization is applied in this experiment. No
normalization and fusion methods are implemented. The
performance of the identification for both discretized signa-
ture and fingerprint and non-discretized dataset is compared.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF DISCRETIZATION PROCESS FOR SIGNATURE FEATURES OF FIRST INDIVIDUAL

LOW and UPPER BIN for Individual: 1
MIN Value 10.8096 MAX Value 98.8273

Bin Lower Upper RepValue

0 10.8096 20.5893 15.69945
1 20.5893 30.3691 25.4792
2 30.3691 40.1488 35.259
3 40.1488 49.9286 45.0387
4 49.9286 59.7083 54.8184
5 59.7083 69.4881 64.5982
6 69.4881 79.2678 74.3779
7 79.2678 89.0476 84.1577
8 89.0476 98.8273 93.9374

DISCRETIZED DATA
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 Class

15.69945 15.69945 35.259 35.259 15.69945 15.69945 15.69945 25.4792 25.4792 1s Discriminatory
54.8184 64.5982 93.9374 35.259 15.69945 35.259 54.8184 45.0387 25.4792 1s Value is
25.4792 35.259 35.259 25.4792 25.4792 54.8184 35.259 45.0387 45.0387 1s 35.259
64.5982 35.259 25.4792 25.4792 35.259 74.3779 45.0387 15.69945 15.69945 1s for 1st ind.

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF DISCRETIZATION PROCESS FOR FINGERPRINT FEATURES OF FIRST INDIVIDUAL

LOW and UPPER BIN for Individual : 1
MIN Value 55 MAX Value 195
Bin Lower Upper RepValue

0 55 69 62
1 69 83 76
2 83 97 90
3 97 111 104
4 111 125 118
5 125 139 132
6 139 153 146
7 153 167 160
8 167 181 174
9 181 195 188

DISCRETIZED DATA
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 Class
104 90 104 132 104 118 104 104 62 146 1f Discriminatory
90 132 104 132 160 90 146 146 160 188 1f Value is
76 90 104 132 160 62 104 104 160 181 1f 104
90 104 118 132 146 132 76 62 160 160 1f for 1st ind.

From ROC graph, clearly defines that the use of discretiza-
tion on the unimodal dataset enhances the overall perfor-
mance of identification significantly over the performance
of identification without discretization. Due to efficiency of
the discretization method on unimodal identification, thus,
the same technique is applied to multimodal identification in
order to improve the accuracy of identification on multiple
modalities.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 below shows the performance of ROC
graph for two different fusion methods namely Mean fu-
sion rule and Min method with the implementation of
Z-Score normalization and matched scores fusion based
discretization approach on multiple modalities. From the
ROC graph depicted in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the
implementation of the proposed method based discretization
on the multi-modalities fusion of signature and fingerprint
shows a better performance than the standard signature and
fingerprint identification system. At FAR of 0.1%, 1.0%, and
10.0%, the implementation of the proposed method which
is based on discretization has a GAR of 96.9%, 98.9%, and

Fig. 3. Performance of uni-modality identification.

99.9% respectively, where the performance is better than
the Z-score normalization and Mean fusion on signature
and fingerprint modalities, 93.5%, 93.7%, and 96.4%. Fig.
3 shows the GAR performance on Min fusion based Z-
score normalization and the proposed multi-matched score
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based discretization. Again, in Fig. 3, interestingly, the
proposed method based on discretization on signature and
fingerprint modalities yields the best performance over the
range of FAR. At 0.1%, 1.0%, and 10.0% of FAR, the Min
fusion method works the best with proposed method, 95.0%,
97.99%, and 99.40% respectively. Therefore, it can be sum-
marized that the used of discretization and proposed fusion
of fingerprint and signature modalities generally performs
well over the use of normalization and conventional fusion
approaches for personal identification.

Fig. 4. Performance of Multi-modality fusion methods for signature and
fingerprint.

Fig. 5. Performance of Multi-modality fusion methods for signature and
fingerprint.

IV. CONCLUSION

A key to successful multimodal based system develop-
ment for forensic identification, is an effective methodology
organization and fusion process, capable to integrate and
handle important information such as distinctiveness char-
acteristic of an individual. In this paper, the match scores
discretization is proposed and implemented on different
modality datasets of an individual. The experiments are
done on signature and fingerprint datasets, which consist
of 156 students (both female and male) where each stu-
dent contributes 4 samples of signatures and fingerprint.
Ten features describing the bifurcation and termination
points of fingerprint, were extracted using Minutia based
extraction approach whereas signature is extracted using
Geometry based extraction approach. In matching process,
each template-query pair feature sets is compared using
Euclidean distance. Two fusion approaches namely Mean

and Min fusion are performed to seek for the efficiency
of the proposed method in Multimodal identification. The
experimental results show that the proposed multi-matched
scores discretization perform well on multiple set of in-
dividual traits, consequently improving the identification
performance.
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Abstract—In this paper we introduce an open, scientific glos-
sary which uses MediaWiki engine to the forensic examiner and
pattern recognition scientific communities. Besides our aim to
find editors from these communities who contribute to extend
the glossary and make it as complete as possible, we would like
to translate the terms from English to other languages, e.g. Por-
tuguese, German, Chinese, Japanese, Arabian. The contribution
can be started with translating the existing words at the glossary.
The second part of our work when the glossary become be more
completed, will consist into create the very understanding and
useful glossary.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years there were more and more communi-
cation and joint research between the forensic examiners and
pattern recognition scientists. These two communities can ef-
ficiently work together, if they understand the terms from both
sciences. We have seen and heard on meetings, conferences,
workshops, and during discussions it is a necessity to have
a useful, extendable glossary, and dictionary which helps the
common work.

Our aim is to create a glossary and a dictionary with
the important terms of the forensic science for the foren-
sic document examiners and pattern recognition experts in
different languages. We are considering even the different
expressions among countries who share the same language
in order to obtain a better understanding into our fields no
matter where we are from. Thinking and hoping this work will
be a useful tool for both: the forensic and pattern recognition
communities.

The long name of the glossary is Glossary of Forensic
Document Examination and Pattern Recognition and the short
name is GoFDER. The site is availabe on the http://projects.
dfki.uni-kl.de/gofder/index.php URL. Figure 1 shows the logo
of the glossary which depicts an important tool of the forensic
scientist.

A. Related work

An offline glossary from 1999 is [2] which integrates first
time in publishing terms from forensic science. The Forensic
Science Central is a great contribution with links and forum,
but its own glossary [3] contains only a small portion of def-
inition, there is no dictionary and it is not extendible. Similar
holds for the website of ThinkQuest [4], in addition there are
less terms and the terms there were not described by experties,

the reference marked on the page is only Google search.
The multilingua lexicon of European Network of Forensic
Science Institutes (ENFSI) is a great contribution created by
several forensic institute, founded in 1999. It contains several
words in many languages, but it is only a dictionary, without
explanation, descriptions.

B. Authors

The first author Inés Rosa Baldatti is a forensic document
examiner, analyst of Payment Systems at the Central Bank
of Argentina Republic. The second author Erika Griechisch
is a PhD student at the University of Szeged (Institute of
Informatics), her topic is online signature verification. Further
authors are every colleague who would like to contribute.

1) Beginning: The authors met at First International Work-
shop on Automated Forensic Handwriting Analysis (AFHA)
in 2011, Beijing, China. In that opportunity it was clear the
necessity to get a good understanding and a fluid contact
among professionals worldwide. So, we decide to make this
work, that takes a long time and dedication, and responsibility.

2) Creating: We read papers and books and websites, and
extract the terms from them keeping the meaning.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Nowadays a glossary or dictionary which is available only
in printed version is not really useful. An online glossary is
more useful than a printed one and it can be easily printed if it
is necessary. Several criteria should meet, which are feasible
only if the glossary is an online one.

Fig. 1. The logo of the project
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Fig. 2. WikiEditor: WikiText and Preview (above), Changes (below)

The most important criterion is the expandability of the
glossary. There will be always terms which can be added, not
necessary because there incompleteness of the glossary itself
rather the expension of the scientist. Regarding the expansion,
it is much easier to correct errors in an existing online website
than a book.

Other consideration was the possibility of localization of the
glossary. We know for the translation part it is necessary to be
clean and easy otherwise we can expect only few translators.

In this section we introduce and describe the MediaWiki
package and its extensions which were most suitable for our
purposes.

A. MediaWiki

MediaWiki (MW) is a versatile package, written in PHP
and originally developed for use on Wikipedia since 2002. It
is very widespread, well-documented, can handle any kind of
media easily (links, images, videos, etc), moreover it is open-
source which makes it easier to discover and fix any kind
of bugs. The MediaWiki package quite flexible and further
functionalities can be easily integrated to a basic MediaWiki
website.

MediaWiki uses a markup language called wikitext to use
basic formatting so the users without knowledge of HTML
can edit the pages easily. We added the WikiEditor extension
to the GoFDER website, which allows the users to see 3
different view during the editing. The first one is the plain
wikitext, the second is a preview, the third one shows the
differences between the previous version of the page and the
current (edited) version. Thus if someone is new in wikitext
markup language, s/he can simply check the Preview before
submission, see Figure 2.

In order to achieve our goals, to create a multilingual

glossary with dictionary, a basic MediaWiki is not sufficient.
Thus we added other extension to improve the efficiency. In
the following we describe each of them.

B. Semantical MediaWiki

Semantical MediaWiki (often noted by SMW) is an exten-
sion of MediaWiki that helps to search, organise, tag, browse,
evaluate and share the wiki’s content [8] since 2005.

While a traditional Wikipedia site contains text which is
useful and can be processed easily by humans, it is not easy
to understand or evaluate for a computers. The Semantical Me-
diaWiki helps to extend a capability of a Wiki site by adding
annotations, which makes wiki a collaborative database.

Semantical MediaWiki itself has several extension too, we
added the Semantic Glossary to our website, which helps to
describe terms with the Terminology page of the wiki. The
reader of a page just point to a word with the mouse and if
the Terminology page contains that word, it’s description will
appear in a small box below the word.

C. Translate extension

The Translate extension makes MediaWiki a powerful tool
to translate every kind of text. [7]

It runs inside MediaWiki and has many features for transla-
tors, however its usage is very simple. After a page is marked
with the <translation> tag, the extension automatically
splits the text between the translation tag to translation units.
The arrangment of the translation units can be approved or
redefined if it is necessary. According to the default settings
each translation unit is one paragraph. After the arrangement
of the translation units are saved, the page can be translated
via a translation tool. Figure 3 and 4 show two view of a
translation page, translators can use which are more convinient
for them.
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Fig. 3. Translate a page: List view

Fig. 4. Translate a page: Proofread view

Users can choose the language they intend to translate
from a list. On the GoFDER website there is a predefined
list on the top of all the translatable webpages which shows
the languages we primarily intend to find translators (the
first author of this paper is responsible mainly for Spanish
translations, the second is about Hungarian). Nevertheless
there is no language restrictions, contributors are welcome to
translate to any language.

If an original English wikipage (which is marked for trans-
lation) has any changes, on the top of the page there will be a
note about that and each unit which is effected will be marked
as outdated translation.

III. CONTRIBUTION

Recently (end of May, 2013) the glossary has 20 pages
(terms), the dictionary has 561 English words with Spanish
translation and some Hungarian translation as well.

A. New terms

We encourage forensic document examiners to extend the
glossary and the dictionary as well, comment the recent terms
on the discussion pages, ask if something is not clear or
complete. We want to keep our glossary professional, so on
our wiki site it is not possible to edit or modify pages without
registration. After registration and login, users can modify the
pages.

B. Translation
We would like to translate the terms from English primarily

to Spanish, German and Hungarian. In the same way to
increase the dictionary, we plan to add new languages as well.
We hope to attain contributors who can create the Portuguese,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabian, etc translation.

The translations are available for a page if it is marked for
translation. Every registered user can translate sites, but only
translation administrators can mark pages for translation and
confirm completed translations. If a user creates a page and
s/he is member of the Translation group, s/he can mark it for
translation. if s/he is not member of this group, she can ask
someone from the Translation group.

More details about editing and translating are available on
the Contribution page of the website.

IV. CONCLUSION

Here we presented the conception and initation of our work.
The technical background of the glossary have been prepared.
However we are still open for suggestions and ideas to improve
the website. From now on the main part of the project is to add
new terms, specify and extend the existing ones, add examples
and explanation as many as possible.

We expect as an outcome of our common effort with the
contributors that we can provide a useful, up-to-date and
beneficial glossary for the scientific community.
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